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Editor, WM. O. FULLER
July 23. before Justice Fisher, Ron
Associate Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
ald K. Somes of Warren sought to
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable ln advance; single copies three
gain full custody of his son, to be
cents.
lelleved of paying hls former wife
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
With a well arranged variety $10 a week, and to discontinue fur
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
nishing her his house in Waldoboro.
program the fourth annual Maine | to reside in as he was doing under
The Rockland Gazette was established ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier
Aero Rendezvous will be held at a court decree.
was established and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and ln 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
Edward W. Bridgham attorney FRIDAY AFTERNOON
the Augusta State Airport Aug. 16.
1.30 The ILockwell's, "Skill on Skates."
papers consolidated March 17,1897,
j for Mrs. Somes, requested the hear17 and 18.
2.30 Bucks Harbor Fleet, 17 foot Manchester class sail boats.
l ing be postponed, in order to pre
With 16 sensational acts and a
2.30 Baby show. Kiddie talent show.
sent additional evidence. Justice
group of novelty features the pro j Fisher ordered Semes to pay Mrs.
4.00 Sportsmen’s hour, Perry Greene, world champion wood chopper,
[EDITORIAL]
gram is one of the largest ever at Somes counsel fee, and was to have master of ceremonies.
tempted by the Rendezvous. Head I presided at the continuance of the
5.00 Presentation of sail boat honors.
CONSULTING THE FARMER
I
lining an all star show will be Don J hearing, Aug. 6. at Bath.
FRIDAY NIGHT
Aug. 3 Somes withdrew his petiWalters, Columbus. Ohio in a new
The reports which come from the Middle and Western
7.00 Band concert by the Rockport School Band.
clipped-wing Dart doing 230 miles I tion. He obtained a divorce from
States in regard to Wendell Willkie’s visit are altogether to
9.00 Sportsmen's hour, Perry Greene, world champion wood chopper,
per hour and featuring outside ! his wife in 1936 and was granted
our liking. He went there admittedly for the purpose of mak
master of ceremonies.
loops; Jimmie Goodwin of Newport, ; full custody of hls son. At the
ing votes and it would seem that the trip has been a success
10.30
Fireworks,
fired
promptly
on
time.
Ky.. landing a plane and pilot with November term of Lincoln County
beyond his expectations. He spoke Tuesday in Des Moines,
11.30
The
Lockwells,
''Skill
on
Skates."
Superior
Court
in
1937.
Mrs.
Somes
a giant 52 foct triangular para
Iowa, the home city of Henry A. Wallace, the Democratic
2.30 Sportsmen’s hour, Perry Greene, world champion wood chopper, |
chute; a double feature Bat-wing brought a petition, alleging the dicandidate for vice president, and alluded to the Secretary of
flight when two bat-men cross each i vorce was obtained through fraud master of ceremonies.
(By The Roving Reporter)
Agriculture in very complimentary terms, making lt plain,
other twice and then spiral in | and deceit. Justice Murray grant4.30 The Lockwells, “Skill on Skates.”
tandem before pulling their rip- i ed her full custody of her son, $10 SATURDAY NIGHT
while the crowd booed Wallace, that he shall treat the oppos
The cutting shed at Gianite Hill,
cords; a 10,000 foot delayed para- I a week and the right to continue to
I answered an excited telephone
ing candidates with the utmost respect so long as they main
7.30 Chief Young Thunder Cloud and company of 14 radio stars.
Hl Howell, formerly the main plant call Tuesday, and Mrs. E. W. Berry
chute opening when Johnny Hunt live In Somes' house until her son
tain a similar attitude toward him.
9.30 Sportsmen’s hour, Perry Greene, world champion wood chopper,
.»( the Hallowell Granite Works, of Broad street wanted to know If
of Cincinnati falls nearly two miles was graduated from High School.
Willkie went West also for the admirable reason that he
master of ceremonies.
Mrs. Somes is a member of Ool
before opening his chute; a stunt
has
been razed. In its heyday 300 I ever heard of a bat getting Into
desired to get flrst hand information in regard to the vexing
11.00 The Lockwells, "Skill on Skates."
flier who stops his motor and gets den Rod Chapter OES. the Rock
cutters
were employed there, and I a house. I was able to assure her
farm
problems,
not
merely
to
get
the
views
of
"ghost
writers
”
11.45 Grand prize drawing—gift cottage and lot.
that my home had twice been visit
out and cranks lt in mid-air, climbs land Garden Club, and the Waldo
am
wondering
if any of them are
and men who have axes to grind, but men who are responsible
ed by one of the nocturnal mam
ln and goes on with his work; Emil boro Women's Club.
living in Knox County.
logger head turtle weighing over 75
for the success of the great farming industry and the somals. And then Mrs. Berry told
(by Lida G. Champney)
Lehecka. North American Gliding I
called “dirt-farmers” who are to the farms what the pioneers
me how a bat invaded her apart
Champion with a new English Sail- 1 MAINE SPIRITUALISTS
With the flag raising ceremony pounds and two large seals.
were to the forest primeval. He met scores of them during his
plane in motorless acrobatics; the
Strange goings on down Deer Isle ments the other night, causing her
The Sportsmen's Hour, with Perry
by the Boy Scouts from Senior
Begin Their Annual Sessions
Flying Allens shooting a girl into
various conferences, and ln Des Moines told his consultants
Greene, World Champion Wood
way if one is to Judge from Editor to emit a shriek which must have
at Temple Heights Next Saturday Camp William Hinds of Raymond, Chopper, as master of ceremonies,
space 3.CO0 feet in the air from a
that "no holds were barred" and that everybody had a chance
Robbins
column, “From My Win startled the neighborhood. From
under the direction of Willis J. was unusually interesting. Exhibi
one end of the house to the other
cannon suspended from a giant E8
to "speak his piece." He wanted to get down to the funda
dow." Read this one:
The 58th annual session of the Furtwengler, Scout Executive. Ab- tions were given by Marjorie
flew the intruder, and finally dis
foot balloon; Howard Dutton, New
mental economics of the farm problem. He doubtless found,
Glamour and gall I'd say were the appeared. Mrs. Berry, exhausted,
England Acrobatics Champion fea- Temple Heights Spiritualist Cor naki district, promptly at 1 30. Rock Greene, State champion fly caster;
chief
stock
in
trade
ot
the
gal
who
as
one
would
right
here
in
Knox
County
that
farmers
do
not
tuming square loops; the New Eng poration will be held Aug. 10-18, In port's 15th annual Regatta-Sports Marietta Phipps and Arbutus Wil
approached Winsor Haskell for a found courage to retire at 1 a. m.
always agree upon policies and that essentially there must be
land Acrobatics Championship; clusive with an able list of speak men. Show opened yesterday under son, log rolling girls from Wiscon
magazine subscription down in the but was soon after awakened when
sectional differences. But his summarization is interesting.
Harcld Brown. Parachute Cham ers. A newcomer to the camp will, the same Ideal weather conditions sin; Chuck and Slim Dalton, rifle
lumber yard the other day Wlllaor the bat alighted on her bed. Shriek
“If elected President," said he, “I will not take away any of the
pion in break-a-w&y jumps and be Henry Paradis of Nashua, N. with which it has been favored In marksmen and rope twlrlers; and
said he didnt want a magazine— No. 2. The flyer was finally cap
he already had a magazine— tured in a paper bag by Mrs. Wal
benefits gained by agriculture ln the past. I do not favor
many other notable performers will H. and another will be Mrs. Made all years of its history.
Wallace Soule. Maine champion log
and he moved to another place. So ter Davis, and was ejected from a
line Bonney Willman of Winthrop. [ One of the main features was the roller, Vincent Hinks and N. W.
all be there.
changing the present farm program unless a better one ls
did she. He tried to dodge behind window. It was estimated to meas
Others on the program are ChesClambakes, banquets and other
gradually envolved.” It will be Mr. Willkie’s purpose to evolve
State of Maine exhibits—the Fish Sutherland and partner.
the board pile. Her middle name ure seven inches from tip to tip.
entertainment features including ter H. Lucas of Portland, Nettie and Game Department, under the
In the State Championship swim
a better one, however.
was Dodge. He scooched down on
of Prospect, Mrs. Edna
_ __
the famous free Rendezvous Dance Smart
ming
and
diving
contests
conduct„
.
.. . . direction of Joseph Wilson of Auhts haunches. She had the same
Mrs John H. Andrews of Rock
of Augusta, president of
.
. ., _ . „„ j
n.k ed under the Maine A.A.U. Sally
at Island Park on Lake Cobossee- Knowlton
hiaiunch. In desperation he leaped
«.i~, q.L.u.
and the 8ea and 8hore F'sh"
the
Maine
State
Spiritualist
Asso
COLORFUL
CAMPAIGN
UNLIKELY
contee will make a most enjoyable
to the top of the lumber pile. She port writes;
erles under the direction of Thomas ! White of Auburn won for the third
"On Route 1 a sign reads: 'Run
occasion for all at the 1940 Ren ciation, and the Rev. Ashley A. McKinney, superintendent of the consecutive year the back stroke
was a regular cat at climbing. Well,
The time draws near when the State political campaign
ning
water and eggs.' Another,
Smith. D. D. of Bangor.
dezvous.
she
got
him
in
the
end
and
his
dol

Lobster Rearing Station at Booth- 100 meter Championship, and Jane
may be expected to get under way. There Is no Intimation
All meetings wlll be on daylight
lar went for. what do you suppose? 'PPP for sale.' We passed the lat
bay. In the former exhibit a minia White of Auburn won back her
—“The Open Road For Boys."
ter several times before noticing
time and will be at 10 a. m„ and 2 ture fish hatchery was shown with championship in the Breast Stroke
that the Republicans plan any extended speaking campaign
the 'PPP' was done in green paint.
and 7 30 p. m. Victor Wrenn of fish pool and 8 foot water fall. In 100 meter class. She however, came
or that one is necessary. The Republican party is thoroughly
BLUEBERRY GROWERS! Madison and Lebanon. N. H.. will another compartment were dis in second in the free style 100 meter,
So we figured lt out that it must
in accord with its national ticket, and the State ticket is on
The finding of a Civil War button mean ‘green peas for sale.’ I am
Save Money on your Berry Crate-!
be the soloist and the accompalnst played the mother and two kitten entering out of her class. Another
the way to one of those good old fashioned Republican ma
recently reported in this column, wondering if they 60ld any.
will be Mrs. Rossiter of Camden.
32-QUART CRATES ......... 27e
coons, male and female golden State champion contestant was
jorities, which, coming two months in advance of the National
reminded Fred Harden of Rockland
"On a trtp to Waterville Saturday
24-QT. CRATES, with hinges 25c
pheasants, and a cub bear. The Rachael Knowles of Portland who
Highlands that he has 22 of them
election, are so heartening to the cause. And the same situ
24-QT. CRATES, nail on
A Liberty boat of the Moose
via China and Vassalboro we saw
still holds her Championship record
fish
hatchery
as
designed
and
erect

once worn on uniforms of the
ation is true in Knox County, where the Republican party is
covers ................... ............... .... 22c
two good looking churches, one hav
head type was attracting attention ed by Klir A. Beck of Mt. Vernon is in the Free Style 100 meter clasz
Massachusetts Volunteer Militia. He ing nice memorial windows, each
presenting
one
of
the
strongest
tickets
in
Its
history,
with
new
at The Brcok yesterday. It was
Also, Full Line of
for women.
a work of art.
also (has many other Civil War church was minus a steeple."
BASKETS. CELLOPHANE AND
built by Burleigh Turner of Liberty
blood supplementing tried and true office-holders. A speak
Summary of State championship
In the exhibit by the Sea and
relics, some of which were handed
RUBBER BANDS
and has done 42 miles per hour Shore Fisheries were freak lobsters contests;
ing campaign is necessarily sporadic, reaching only a small
down to him.
Free Delivery
One year ago: The well known
when driven by a 33 1-3 horse —one blue in color, one half white
fraction of the towns, and often addressing Itself to small audi
Free Style, 100 meter, men—Won
Rockland firm of "Gregorys'
GEORGE PAYSON,
power outboard. “Can't turn her and half natural color, and one by William Wheatley, Washing
ences made up of men and women who already represent the
As long as the traffic cop wasn't rounded out a half century of ex
East Union. Maine
over even on the turns" Mr. Turner weighing 16't pounds; also various ton; George ErsWell, (Brunswick,
political faith of the rally in question. The proposed series of
aware of it. fun had its day ln a istence of which three generations
95-lt
told his audience.
2d.
Time
1
min.
3
4-5
sec.
species of fish, such as cod. pollock,
Sunday night radio broadcasts between now and Sept. 9
new form on a smooth stretch of liad been in charge—Seventeen
Free Style 100 meters—women—
cunners, sea anemones, sea urchins,
macadam highway nearby. A couple graduates were present at the RHS.
should be much more effective.
scallops, star fish, dog fish, sculpins. Won by Rachael Knowles, Portland;
of youngsters had the road marked \ 06 reunion on Dodges Mt. Fred
sea raven, skate fish horseshoe Jane F. White. Auburn, 2d; Ellen
a la tennis court and seemed to be C. Black was elected president
SNAKES AND RELIGION
crabs, and most Interesting of all a O'Brien, Brunswick, 3d. Time 1
having lots of sport but it was Adelbert Benner. 65, died in Thom
min. 4 4-5 sec.
hardly a "love" game for the pass aston—Granville A. Poole, 80, died
What monstrosities are sometimes committed ln the name
Back Stroke. 100 meters—men—
ing motorists.
| in Camden.
—AND TONIGHT ONLY—
of
religion.
Reference
in
this
instance
is
made
to
the
frenzied
Won by George Erswell, Brunswick
religious service out in Ohio where poisonous snakes were
only contestant. Time 1 min. 19
row of apartment houses on the
I sec.
passed from one member to another in the congregation. “We
TENANTS HARBOR
Back Stroke, 100 meters—women
street, completely hiding the con
only handle them when the Lord gives us power,” said the
Under New Management tor the
—Won by Sally White, Auburn;
vent. It is ln much the same con
leader of the sect, who declared that a bitten women “didn’t
JOHN R. VAN ARNAM’S
remainder of the season
Getting To Be Real Neigh dition
Jane White. Auburn. 2d; Rachael
feel the power of the Lord." Several others who were bitten
today is when the nuns left
Specializing in
Knowles, Portland, 3d.
Time 1
borly— "Pard” Kenyon
professed utter disregard of danger, claiming that they had
it,
with
clothes still hanging on the
I min. 16 sec.
SANDWICHES
Tells
Another
Mexican
the faith and would get well. The leader quoted the Bible
walls.
The place was converted
Breast
Stroke.
100
meters
—
women
95*11
“AMERICA’S FINEST TENT THEATRE"
in the effort to sustain his position. The police seized some
Story
(Continued on Page Five)
Into a sort of museum, where may
of the snakes.
—Featuring—
Although a year has come and be seen a mixture of art, rich
gone since his visit to Mexico the fabrics and vestments.
WHICH IS BLUFFING THE MOST?
Chas. “Dome” Williams “Ragmouth” Knowles
delightful Impressions there gained
Mr. Kenyon gave a grapnic de
The Georgia Chocolate Drop
The Original Elmer
still linger in the memory of Rev. scription of the burial vault and
South Thomaston
As far apart as the poles continue to be the claims of the
Ernest O. Kenyon, rector of St. the heart bequeathed by the mother
war lords in Europe, and the hapless reader must conclude that
DUKE LIVINGSTON
Grange Hall
Peter's Episcopal Church.
superior enclosed in a silver re
LEAH WRAY
And His Band
both sides are indulging in a continual and colossal bluff. But
"Pard" Kenyon, as his brother liquary.
FRIDAY, AUGUST 1
some day the real blitzkrieg is coming and the English people,
Lions know him, again spoke ;o
Visiting Lions yesterday were A.
MARILYN EDWARDS
JOHN JASKI
Beans
Salads
at least, will have a chance to see just how much exaggeration
that organization yesterday, telling H. Chase of the Boston club and
Toe Dancer Supreme
Wizard of the Accordion
the interesting story of the con Rev. Fr. William E. Berger of the
has been employed.
Escalloped Dishes
vent ln the city of Pueblo, whither Camden-Rockport Club. The re
Hank and his Bull Fiddle
Served 5.00 to 7.00
BOB COOK
he went with Fr. William E. Bergpr. turn roar which they gave at the
STANLEY HIGH COMES OVER
Benefit Church and Grange
rector of St. Thomas Church in request of Past President Frank
Popular Prices, 35c and 15c
Camden.
H Ingraham left nothing to be
Another New Deal crusader of four years ago has enlisted
(National Defense Tax Included I
Price 35 Cents
Today lt ls a museum of religious desired.
under the Willkie standard. This new recruit is Stanley High,
antiquities.
Gracing King Lion Gregory's
former editor of the Christian Herald, who was president of the
It is not easy to understand our table was a bouquet of superb
"Good Neighbor League,” which promoted the Roosevelt
neighbors across the Rio Grande, dahlias culled that morning from
ijzjgfajzrargjzrajzjzrejzfarazjaiararaiafzrajzizrajzjHJzrafzizjzfziara
candidacy in 1936. Dr. High wrote Willkie, giving three reasons
Mr. Kenyon told his audience- Lion Henry A. Howard's garden at
TO
for his change—(1) The dominant position occupied by
cither the Spanish mind, the Span Crescent Beach. It was sent to
BLUEBERRY GROWERS!
"extreme” New Dealers; (2) The city political machines sup
ish art or the Spanish religion. the home of Lion Joseph Dondis.
“You cannot change people," said
porting Mr. Roosevelt; (3) "The doctrine of indispensa
It was reported that 17 members
Ship your blueberry crop by me.
he; “they are as they are.”
of the local club visited the Cam
bility"
of
the
President's
acceptance
speech.
I
hove
soma
business
with
a
man
I can offer you dependable serv
New England, for Instance is not den-Rockport Club Tuesday night
Who lives in Washington;
ice, insured cargo, and quick
quite as pictured ln some books and faces glowed as they told ol
NOT CIVIC PRIDE
you read. People have got to learn the good time they had.
transportation, with my new and
Three minutes on the telephone—
to understand our good qualities
Aug. 15 the club Is going a-vlsltmodern equipment.
All good citizens who have a pride In their community will
And there's my job—all donel
like they do our poor ones. Our lng again, this time to that island
endorse
the
position
of
Dr
James
Kent,
health
officer,
who
GREVIS PAYSON. Union, Me.
Mexican neighbors are entirely dif Eden, Vinalhaven. A moonlight
says that the law against illegal dumping ls to be strictly en
TEL. UNION 18-21
ferent from what we are.
sail in Foy Brown s boat and a lob
forced. Although the city has made ample arrangements for
Pueblo Is located not far from ster supper at the Island are lode96* It
disposing of garbage and other refuse, on upper Pleasant
Mexico City. When the Knox stones.
street, there are residents who completely disregard the fact
County tourists started to Inspect
Next Wednesday the guest speak
the hidden convent they did not er will be Rev. H. I. Holt. There
and from their motor cars throw garbage onto private prop
know what they were facing. They will be no meeting on the follow
erty. It is a source of great annoyance to citizens who like
followed a youthful guide through ing Wednesday because of Union
to keep their premises looking well. Ovsr and beyond that it
a hole about three feet square and Fair.
is a positive menace to health, and should be emphatically
emerged into a beautiful patio gar
discountenanced.
den.
Prof, and Mrs Wilbert Snow have
UNION, MAINE
The convent was founded’in 1606, returned to their Summer home at
FARM ISSUE “OUT”
originally Intended as a retreat or Spruce Head from Middletown,
shelter for women whose husbands Conn., where they attended a wed
(Boston Globe, Ind. Dem.)
were away on adventure. The ding.
The country will welcome the forthrightness of Mr. Win
"ladies" did not live up to the moral
kle's flrst pronouncement on a question of policy. He has been
Ideas entertained by the Bishop
reserving discussion of policies until his acceptance speech
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
and they were turned out of their
later this month, and afterward. Journeying this week from
HORSE RAGING
PARI-MUTUEL BETTING
shelter.
If I had my life to live again I
his Rocky Mountain vacation spot down to Des Moines, he held
The place became a convent in would have made a rule to read eome
HORSE AND OXEN PULLING DAILY
conferences with agrarian leaders and governors of ten farm
and listen to eome mualc at
1668. The two ensuing centuries poetry
ing States. As a result he promptly announced his decision
leant once a -eek. The loae of that*
LARGE FARM EXHIBITS
BIG CATTLE SHOW
taetes
la
a loaa of happlneea.—Cherlee
were
a
black
period,
for
no
records
“not to take away any of the beneflt gained by agriculture
This has been said not once but many times of the splendid
during the past few years ... and against changing the pres
were kept. In 1857 the liberal Darwin
MAMMOTH MIDWAY
Sunday Excursion Cruises run through September 15 among the
ent farm program unless a better one is gradually evolved."
element had thrown off the Span
HOW DEAR TO ME THE HOUR
scenic islands of lovely Penobscot Bay.
A hoary trick of politics Is to make a sham battle as be
ish yoke and chaotic conditions How dear to me the hour when day
WOOD-CHOPPING
CONTESTS
An invigorating, healthful way to spend a Sunday. Low
light dies.
tween tweedledum and tweedledee on a question on which
followed. The attack of the liberals
And sunbeams melt along the aliens
fares—fast, powerful, absolutely safe steamers.
there is no genuine difference between opposing candidates.
on the church hit at the vital life
sea.
Stmr. North Haven—Sixty mile sail—Swan's Island, Stoning
It is good to see that the Republican Presidential nominee is
eweet dieame of other days
Night Shows Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday Evgs.
of Mexico. Forcible possession was For then
arise.
ton, North Haven.
waiving issue with the Administration on the matter of pre
taken
of
all
the
convents,
and
the
And
memory
breathes her vesper
Stmr. W. S. White—Twenty-five mile sail to Vinalhaven.
vailing agricultural policy. He does more. He makes a nice
sigh to thee
nuns found refuge in the homes of
Band Concerts
Vaudeville
Fireworks
Shore dinners on the islands available.
gesture of courtesy toward Secretary of Agriculture Henry
I watch the line ot light, that
wealthy citlzena. The church came And. as
Wallace, Mr. jRoosevelt’s running mate, whose duty has been
Both boats leave Tillson's Wharf at 9 o’clock, daylight time,
Plays
A REAL AGRICULTURAL FAIR
into
favor
again
under
Maximilian.
Along
the smooth wave tow rd the
the development of that policy.
each Sunday, and return in the late afternoon.
west.
When President Diaz came into I longburning
This action of Mr Willkie’s eliminates one possibly con
Round Trip Fares—Vinalhaven, $1.50; North Haven, $1.50;
to tread that golden path of
BIGGER AND BETTER
power in 1910 the administration
rays.
fusing item from campaign furore. Better still, it clears the
Stonington, $2.20; Swan's Island, $3.00.
And think twould lead to aome
93-101
was tolerant.
way for a more vigorous Joining of the issues between the par
80-Th-tf
bright tale of rest!
ties on other fundamentals of broadest import to us all
Subsequently there was built «
—Thomas Moore
----------

Some Great Stunts Will
Be In Order At the
Augusta Airport

At
At

na bpnrtna
hearing h/*1d
held at.
at Augusta *

*

And the Rockport Regatta-Sportsmen’s
Show Goes Along Swimmingly

TONIGHT!

AT THE CIRCUS GROUNDS

Ruth’s Lobster Bowl

Rockland Lions

RADIO FUNMAKERS

SUPPER

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL
SAIL IN AMERICA

TELEPHONE

UNION FAIR

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday
August 20,21,22,23

rJrJNrJr-'
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SOFTBALL

TTOEE-TIMES-A-WTEK

When He giveth quietness, who
then can make trouble?—Job 34:29. j

By MOSIIER

NATURE REVERIE
|For The Courier-Gazette 1
Constant In grace ls the trackless sky.
Until dark clouds spread as they fly
In angry storm or wind-swept mist.
To cover beauty ln nature's tryst.
Down tn the wooded dells we And
Petrified trees of ancient kind.
And lichen covered grey stone cliffs
Ageless wonders right ln their midst.
The winds that sweep this eerie spot
Have blown a thousand years why
not?
That we M scanty time might hold
A rendezvous with life's control.
Viewing the matchless beauties found
In sky. and earth, and tree and mound.
All Nature this precept unfolds—
Keep faith with time and what tt
holds.
Live gallantly, honoring Him
Who guards our days with Infinite
care.
Pilling them full of treasures rare
That bring us gifts beyond compare.
K. S. P.
Rockland.

WALDOBORO
GIFT SHOP
UNUSUAL GIFTS
At

Capt’s Wade’s Homestead
Friendship St., Off Route 1
WALDOBORO. ME.
TEL. 38
Kay Gaul, Manager

/ft

L2

Hey there, fellas...
let’s have that mike
a minute!
Between the Republicans and
the Democrats, we'd like to
squeeze in a special Hash that af
fects both parties.
Our first Fall Suits are here
and the originality of their lines
rates as much attention as the
oratory of the candidates.

Here are the styles America will
vote for no matter which way thc
election jumps.

FIRST FALL SUITS
$35.00
New Vagabond Light Weight

HATS
Madr by Knox

All Wanted Colors

$5.00

GREGORY’S
TEL. 294
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME

LEAGUE
League. Standing

W.
Amoco ............. 13
Texaco ............ 10
Indies .............. 10
Elks .......... -....... 9
Snow's Ship'd .. 7
Perry’s Mkts..... 7
A. & P................. 6
Van Baalen ...... 4
Tonight—Elks vs. Texaco.
Friday—Amoco vs. A&P
Sunday—Snow’s vs. Indies; Amoco
vs. Beaton's Pets.
• • • •
Beaton's Pets 9, Amoco 3
It Anally happened. Someone at
last found an all-star team that
could beat the Amocos when John
Beaton's Pets rode rough shod over
the champs at Schofield-White
Park last night before a fine gath
ering. 9 to 3. Mike Arico held the
mighty .400 of the Amocos to four
measely hits while the Pets teed off
on Lynch for eight in the 3 2-3 inn
ings he lasted. After giving up a
lucky homer to Payson in the sec
ond. Ed. yielded two doubles and
two singles in the third for five
runs, and was relieved after per
mitting three singles in the 4th.
It must be said however, that the
Amocos did not give Lynch their
best support. Arico had the Champs
under control throughout except
for a few moments in the seventh.
Here he grew tired and walked four
men before he finally got rid of
Lord on a fly. Fine fielding plays
were turned in by Lord. F. and A
Wink and Jer.kii*$ Tlie second
game in this series will be played
Sunday The score:
Beaton's Pets
ab r bh po a
McPhee. 2b ........ 2
Topping. 3b ........ 3
Dowling, lf ........ 4
W. Connon. lb .... 4
Bartlett, rf ____ 3
Payson, c ............ 2
Feyler, cf .......... - 3
N. Connon. r...... 3
Jenkins, ss ......... 2
0 1
Arico, p ...... _..... 2

IN THE TWILIGHT LEAGUE

Valenta. lf.....2
Lord, ss ............. 2
F. Wink. 3b____ 3
Sullivan, lb ........ 3 0 18 0 1
Ilav. c ................. 3 0 0 111
Bisbee. 2b. p ...... 2 0 110 0
Lynch, p ............. 1
A. Wink, r, 2b .... 3
Shafter, rf ............. 2
110 0
Leo. cf ............... 1
Brackett, r ......... 2
0 10 0

24 3 4 21 7 2
Beaton's ............ 0 15 12 0 O—9
Amoco ................. 0 0 0 0 0 2 1—3
Two base hits. Topping. Dowling.
Three base hits. W. Connon. Sul
livan. Home run, Payson. Sacrifice.
Lord. Jenkins. Arico. Double plays,
Topping. W. Connon, Jenkins: A.
Wink. Day. Bisbee. Base on balls,
off Bisbee 2. Lynch 2. Arico 7.
Struck out, by Arico 1. Hits off
Lynch 8 in 3 2-3 innings. Lasing
pitcher. Lynch. Umpires, Smith,
Black. Glover.
• • • •
Bob Seliger turned In the field
ing gem of the A. & P.-Snow's
game with a fine catch off the
scoreboard.
Eddie Bisbee stands head and
shoulders above any pitcher in the
league today. His pitching has
been consistently good.
Perry's
Market beat him 9 to 4 for the
(Continued on Page Six)

REWARD!

Yourself By Attending

Van Arnam’s Tent Show
AT HIE CIRCUS GROUNDS

TONIGHT!

Prices 35c, 15c

.OtJr

Pirates Win Snug Game At Thomaston
—Great Game Here Tonight
Tuesday's Results
, Peterson, C
Camden 12, Rockport 1; Rockland j
2. Thomaston 1.
• • • •
Thomaston
The league Standing
W
L.
PC Woodcock, lb .......
1
.800 , Smith, ss ..............
Rockland ............ 4
2
.600 D Sawyer. 3b......
Camden ............. 3
3
.400 Mackie, c ............
Thomaston ........ 2
4
.200 H Sawyer, rf ___
Rockport ............. 1
Hawkins. 2b ......
Augusta at I Upham, lf ............
Tonight’s games
Rockland; Camden at Rockport.
E. Robinson, p ....
Friday—Thomaston at Rockland. A. Robinson, cf

3 0 0 9 0 0
-I
27 2 6 21 5 2

Every year A&P invites its customers and their friends to help celebrate
this carnival event. Prices at their present low level reduces food costs
to a minimum. Shop the self-service way with ease. Serve your family
line -foods and save money-

197 PRICES RECENTLY REDUCED

ab r bh po a
4 0 1 12 1
2
3
2
3
3
3
3

KELLOCC S

'pKGSZ

8 OZ
JAR

ANN PACE

NO 2
CANS

FANCY, SIFTED

BAKINC

CHOCOLATE

QUEEN ANN
125 FT. ROLL

H LB'
PKG

ELBERTA

ROLLS

6’iOZ

FANCY QUALITY

CANS

.

rld.ripe

•

STEAKS or ROASTS
FANCY FOWL
,21‘
U
LAMB LEGS
LB

4 TO 5 POUND
AVERACE

CENUINE SPRINC

07b

SUNNYFIELD
WHOLE OR EITHER HALF LB

LI
COOKED HAMS
SMOKED HAMS ATT^ 211
NATIVE CHICKENS
25c
RIB ROAST
23c
CHUCK ROAST
LB 25c
LAMB FORES
ie13!

OR BOILED

who

ce

For Broiling or Frying LB

16 OZ

STEER

LB

BEEF

BONELESS
HEAVY STEER BEEF

BONED & ROLLED
IF DESIRED

OVEN

S/li&tufo

FRESH

IONA STRING BEANS
FANCY SHRIMP
A&P PLUMS
IONA TOMATOES
YUKON BEVERAGES
DILL PICKLES
SWEET PICKLES
SULTANA RED SALMON

4

NO. 2 I
CANS i

•

WET PACK

Mr and Mrs. David Johnston1
<Ella Orff )of Quincy, Mass., having
spent two weeks visiting Mrs. John
ston's sister, Mrs. Ibra Ripley and
other relatives in this vicinity,
have returned to their home.

------------fold fodtA---------YOUR
CHOICE

Spiced Ham
Pressed Chopped Ham
Mock Chicken Loaf
Lunch Tongue

YOUR
CHOICE

(<
LB

CUT

fo&iy (bay

BAKED BEANS

LB £

Liverwurst
Skinless Frankforts
Head Cheese
Jellied Corned Beef

FRESH SALMON
FRESH SCALLOPS
FISH STICKS

BAKED

CAN
NO. 2» j
CAN

4
4

"oT

29 OZ
BOTS

ROYAL 8RANO

(p/uc&A

A&P SARDINES
ARMOUR’S TREET
MACARONI or SPAGHETTI
CHOCOLATE BARS
2
GREEN GIANT PEAS
LAVA SOAP
CAMAY SOAP
2
PEPSI COLA
READY TO
SERVE

TINS
12 OZ
CAN

pag

NO. 2 I
CANS <
.

48 OZ
JAR

MAYFAIR BRAND

The Booti.bay Playhouse keeps up '
its high quality of productions this
week with the aid of John Van Dru- f
ten's outstanding play "Young I’
Woodley," the prlze-wortny per- j
formances of Mark Andrews and Ro
berta Merrill supported by an excel
lent cast; and the smooth direction
of H Miles Hebeter. "Young Woodley" which opened last night at the
Playhouse, ls skilfully written and
dramatic. Next week, members of j
the Wicasset Art Guild will exhibit
ln the Playhouse lounge ar.d lobby ’
as part of rhe celebration honoring |
their town, because next week's at- '
traction at the Playhouse is the
comedy "The Late Christopher j
Bean,” written by Sidney Howard 1
when he lived in the historic old '
Pumpkin House in ^Wiscasset.

lbs

lc

RICK

So much elated over the victory of *
his "Pets” on the softball diamond j
last night is John L. Beaton that he |
had to borrow a neighbor's hat (one L
size larger) when he went to wore.!
He threatens to throw his second,
team against the Amocos Sunday.

HDS *|

FINE QUALITY MEATS

HEAVY

The annual picnic nf Knox Lodge.
I.OOF., is to b? held at Thompson's !
cottage, Pleasant Beach. Sunday. I
The Rebekahs are invited. Those
wishing transportation will meet at
the hall at 10 30.

2
3

NATIVE

PINT
BOT

DOZ

1 9*
25c
1
25

Heavy Steer Beef-Porterhouse, Sirloin, Bottom Round or N. Y. Sirloin

BUT REALLY

Neil S. Perry, foreman of
The Courier-Gazette's job print
ing department is in Massachusetts
on his annual vacation.

EACH

CALIFORNIA

PINT
CAN

SWEET or SWEET MIXED

LBS

HONEYDEW MELONS
BARTLETT PEARS
ICEBERG LETTUCE
TOMATOES

CANS

*—

The confectionery store of I. B.
Simmons has again been burglarized,
the loot being considerable in the
form of cigarettes, candy and light
groceries.

RED
MALAGA

CAKES

LARGE SIZE
Family sZ^B •’

CRAPES
3 19
PEACHES
S 25*

CORN FLAKES
2
19°
LUNCH TONGUE Adorn s ° 21c
ARMOUR’S"?^0 HASH 2'^25‘
Cd
A D SWEETHE
ART-1 cake for 1c when O
1I 7| C
QUHl
purchased with 3 cakes at reg. price 0
PEANUT BUTTER
Arc
A&P PEAS
ZD
2
HERSHEY’S
10c
WAX PAPER
19c
HEINZ
FOOD
4 29
c
14C
CRABMEAT
2 4|
WESSON OIL
21c
PICKLES
15c

TALK OF THE TOWN NOT JUST STEAMED
Burleigh Martin will address the
Rotary Club tomorrow, speaking on
“The Brewing Industry."

CARNIVAL OF
VALUES

A large group of prices some of which are shewn below have recently
been reduced. This is a further evidence cf A&P's policy to sell fine
quality foods at the lowest possible prices.

Rockland 2, Thomaston 1
25 1 3 21 11 3
Chuck Ellis pitched three-hit ball ! Rockland ............... 0 0 0 0 0 1 1—2
at Thomaston Tuesday night and Thomaston ...... .
0 0 1 0 0 0 0—1
the Pirates won a close game.
Two base hits, Ellis. Smith. Struck
Cal Smith got the first hit In the out, by Ellis 8. by Robinson 3 Base
third, a double. He advanced to on balls, off Ellis 5, off Robinson 2.
third on Woodcock's single. Mackie Double play, Karl to Peterson. Sac
was purposely passed, filling the rifice hits. Chisholm and McNeilly.
bases, and Chuck threw a pitch out j Umpires, Frafton and Wilson. Scorof Peterson's reach to score Smith I er. Maud Winchenbach.
• • • •
with Thomaston's only run.
In the last of the seventh Thomas Twilight Topics
ton filled the bases on an error and
Eb Grafton did a very fine Job
two passes, with nobody away behind the plate as umpire,
Woodcock struck out and D. Saw
• • • •
yer flied to Karl in center, who threw
Chuck Ellis is reported as going
a perfect peg home to catch E. Rob today to Boston to be looked over by
inson at the plate.
the Bees.
The Piiates scored one in the
• • • •
sixth on Chuck's single. Karl
Mackie. Smith and Hawkins, all of
singled and Witrnan hit to the pitch St. George, look very good, and help
er who tried to catch Ellis at third. Thomaston a lot.
• • • •
The throw went into left field for a
Rockland run. Billings singled In
Chummy Gray pitched for Rock
the seventh, stole second and scored port at Camden. Seems like old
on two infield outs.
times to see Chummy In the box. '
Ellis led the hitters with a double His support was very weak.
• • • •
and single.
Rockland
Big battle at Rockland tonight—
bh po a ' Augusta vs. Pirates.
11
• • • •
Billings, ss ....
I
Peterson looked lots better catch- 1
Chisholm, lf .
I ing against Thomaston than he did
French, rf......
II Sunday.
Ellis, p ...........
• • • •
Karl, cf .
)
Ott Billings hits more line drives
Whitman, lb
) j at somebody than any other player
McNeilly. 3b ...
) around.
Collamore, 2b

The Green Hornets of Old Town
28 9 10 21 9 4 is playing in Camden Sunday after
noon at 3 o'clock. Shells or Hornets,
ab r bh po a
which will do the stinging?

Amoco

Every-Other-Day

QUART i
JAR

Economy Size

17 OZ
CAN

CONTENTS ONLY

Whitehouse
Evaporated

DON’T BE “SOLD”
|

One notable difference when
you select a Used Car here
is that “you buy” from us.
We never try to “sell.” We feel
satisfied with a sale only when
we know the purchaser has se
lected the car with which he or
she will be satisfied. Come, look
around.

g

’39 Chev. Sport Sedan
'39 Ford Sedan
'38 Plymouth Tudor

§

'38 Pontiac ^udor
'38 Lafayette Coupe
'37 Plymouth Coupe

This Beautiful
BEVERAGE GLASS
rindudiaa (ail) colored cooler)
pecked witk H
o»

k

OUR
OWN
TEA
Sl7‘
Fine quality thin tableware
glass with 22KT. bands! Gen
uine Libbey "Safedge”—
won't chip. Colored baked
enamel coaster.

4-SEASONS SALT
MORNING SUN PEAS
SPAGHETTI
HORMEL’S SPAM
A&P SQUASH
SOUR PICKLES
RINSO or OXYDOL
SUPER SUDS

There is one dog to every four
inhabited houses in England.

462 MAIN ST.

'34 Buick Sedan

'32 Chevrolet Victoria

Buy Yourself rich—through clas
sified offers

ROCKLAND. MAINE

'31 Ford Coupe
'31 Plymouth Coupe

Every Car Needs

A Choice of Many Others

S1M0HIZ

“Grocery and produce prices also
effective at Belfast, and 37 Elm Street, Camden”
PRICES EFFECTIVE THROUGH SATURDAY. AUGUST 10

’

**ROCKL(LMD r

EHSEia

CANS

QUART
BOT

2

”b'ST

25c
37c

PKG

14C

c7a°nzs

an

CONCENTRATED

35 Ford Coupe

10c
12 02 IK
II
17c

SUNS

ROYAL BRAND
SPICED

'35 Chevrolet Coupe

BREAKFAST OF
CHAMPIONS

SUNI

PREPARE

'36 Ford Pick-up

0rc WHEATIES
2 c%4 25c ORANGE JUICE
3c5Ak°sz19c PRUNE JUICE
‘?A°NZ 23® SULTANA TUNA FISH
3«wV 25c STUFFED OLIVES
CRAX
KAFFEE HAG
FAMILY FLOUR
SUNNYFIELD
SUNNY
FIELD

2 LB ROUND
CARTON

POUND 2gc

31c

SUNNYIIELD

Family Flour
Pastry Flour
Pillsbury’s best- flour
Gold Medal
Pure Lard SUSLO 2
Butter SILVERBROOK
(SUNNYFIELD BUTTER
Mutiny Vegetable Margarine O
llU 18 U J
dL

24!^ LB
BAG

PQ(

UU

24/2LBE7(

"Kitchen Tested"

PKGS

-New Grass, Firm
Body. Fine-A Top Grade Quality LB
«Lbpr,nts

NOW IS THE TIME!
found only in CMC. What’s more,
Owner! report gas savings of 15%
any GMC can outpull any other
to 40% with GMCs. These modern
light-duty truck.
trucks get more mileage out
of every gallon of fuel be- r “
tltUCK
Time poymenfi through our
own YMAC Plan ot lowott
cause of an advanced com- 1 Of ----VALUt
available ratot
bustion chamber feature

MUNSEY AUTO SALES, 21 Limerock St., Rockland, Me.

GMC TRUCKS

Only Simonix positively «top«
weather, dirt, and ultra-vio*
let raya from ruining motor
car finiahea and their beauty,
So the sooner your car ia
Simonized, the better! Let us
do it for you now We do a
real Simonizing job at a rea
sonable price You get the
enviable satisfaction of see
ing your car stay beautiful for
years Motorists Wise Simonizl

FIREPROOF GARAGE
WINTER STREET,

ROCKLAND,

*
i
,

I

.

WATER PIPES RENEWED
AND WIRED OUT
NEW SEWERS LAID
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
PLUGGED
SEPTIC TANKS & CESSPOOLS
AND CEMENT WORK
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS

S. E. EATON
TEL. 1187-R, ROCKLAND. ME.

Try Out Nutley For Frying

SUPER MARKETS

Rinso or Oxydol
Super Suds

LARGE
PKGS

CONCEN
TRATED

WOMAN’S DAY MAGAZINE

LARGE
PKGS

NOW ON SALE
AUGUST ISSUE

4

Ap

COPY

TALK OF THE TOWN

Aug 9— Educational Club meets at
Mrs. Flora Ulmer’s. 59 Willow street.
Aug. 8—Thomaston — First Summer
Theatre Plav at Watts hall.
Aug 10 Limerock Valley Pomona
Field Dav at 8now Bowl. Camden.
Aug
10-18
Annual sessions ot
Temple Heights Spiritualist Conven
tion.
Aug 12 Camden Hospitality Tea at
Bok Amphitheatre
Aug It Martinsville—Ladles Circle
fair at Orange hall.
AUg. is—Owls Head—Church fair at
library
Aug. 14 Annual State Field Meeting
of Knox Academy ot Arts and Sciences
at Knox Arboretum
Aug 15-(Tenants Harbor -Silver Tea
at "The Crags,'' benefit Library.
Aug 15—Warren--Concert at Baptist
Church.
Aug 15 Reunion of Rockland High
School class of 1901 at Trail's End. Ash
Point
Aug 16—Reunion of Rockland High
School class of 1916 at Rockledge Inn
Aug 16 — Thomaston — Pine Tree
Stagers second Summer Theatre Play
Series at Watt* hall.
Aug 16-15-Malne Aero Rendezvous
at Augusta State Airport.
Aug 18 — Parents Day at Camp
Tanglewood. Camden hills.
Aug 19 — Camden — Open meeting
Chamber of Commerce at Yacht Club
A.»g 20-23—Union Fair
Aug 23 South Thomaston—Church
Orange fair at Wessaweskeag Orange
hall
Aug. 23—Meeting of the Maine Press
Association at Community Building
Au» 23 - i Thomaston — Pine Tree
Stagers, third Summer Theatre Play
aeries at Watts hall.
Aug 26 Three Quarter Century Club
meets at Old Orchard Beach.
Aug. 27 — Camden — Meguntlcook
Orange fair.
Aug 27-29-Damariscotta Fair.
Aug. 28 Reunion. Class 1930. RHS
Aug 30 — Thomaston — Pine Tree
Stagers fourth Summer Theatre Play
aeries at Watts hall.
Aug 31-Sept 3—Blue HIU fair.

REUNIONS

AN INTERESTING VISITOR

Aug 14—Moody Family: At Noble
boro Community Building
Aug 14 Hall family: 35th annual
at Penobscot Orange hall. Olen Cove
Aug 14—Simmons Family: At West
Rockport Orange hall
Aug 14—Calderwood family: 44th
annual at Mr and Mrs. James Cal
derwood's, Waldoboro.
Aug 18—Gilchrest Family: 50th an
nual at St. Oeorge Orange hall
Aug 28 Kalloch Family: At Penob
scot View Orange hall In Olen Cove.
Aug 28 Hills Family: At the home
of Marlon Brown and Conrad Newton,
9 High 8t . Belfast
8ept. 7 Whitmore Family: At home
of Mr and Mrs W J. Bryant. Union
Common: If stormy, following Mon
day

Dr. Marion Baldwin Operates One Of the
Country’s Largest Goat Farms
Rockland had an interesting visi- her several feminine companions,
tor Tuesday in the person' of Dr. one of whom was her executive
Marion Baldwin af Kilhngs’ey, a‘de'
Mildrcd A Leavltt' wlfe
„
of a physician, and who has gained
Conn., who was in practice 25 years an enviable reputatlon as a stnger
on Park avenue, New York, and , This business of goat culture had
who now owns one of the country’s its beginning, humbly enough when
largest goat farms.
I Dr. Baldwin seven years ago lmDr. Marion Baldwin, be it known ported from Switzerland a herd of
is a woman whose active practice (12. representing the Foggendurg.
has been punctuated with impor- | Today her "farm" includes 1100
tant research work, which con
con- , acres and her herd numbers 225
tinues at her laboratory at "Hills goats. 81 of which are on the milk
boro Farms," as this eastern goat ing line. The reporter was shown
many views of the plant, which
ranch is known.
Dr. Baldwin traces her ancestry Is almost a beauty parlor, except
back to the family which produced that probably ihe gt sts are not f’U that brilliant English statesman nished with lip sticks and do not
Prime Minister Baldwin, and she wear the prevailing «-tyle of um
ls a graduate of the University of brella hats.
Vienna.
The herd it certified, and each
The things might well be con- j milking goat produces three quarts
ducive to a condition known !n 1 a day. Dr. Baldwin is a firm bemodern parlance as "high-hatting," liever in the medicinal qualifies of
but Dr. Baldwin is not constructed J goat's milk which will digest in 20
that way. A Courier-Oazette re- , minutes while cow's milk, fi ls
porter who found her in the lobby said, requires one and one-half
of The Thorndike Hotel discovered hours for digestion. It is the near
a charming conversationalist, ind est to mothers' milk which science
an authority on her subject of goat has discovered.
raising. It was her first visit to
Many medical men visit the farm
Maine, and as she motored along and it earned a showing in Uni
the coast she was so much im versal Pictures with the speaking
pressed with this attractive city part being done by Oraham Mc
that she tarried for two days with Namee.

A Clothing Appeal

PRESIDENT'S MOTHER

COMBS
Rockport was honored Mon
day by having as overnight guest
in town Madame Sarah Delano
Roosevelt, mother of President
Franklin D. Roosevelt, who was
visiting her great- grandson,
son of Elliot Roosevelt, at "Cedar
Lodge," Beauchamp Point.

Rockland High School Class of
1901, will hold its annual reunion
The one-hour parking law is in Aug 15 at Trail's End. Graduates
effect from Summer street to the and former members and guests are
Berry engine house.
Invited. Reservations must be made
with Mrs. C. H. Morey. Tel. 433-J.
Rockland Coal Company yester before Aug. 12. All attending will
day started unloading a record meet at Community Building at
barge load of Blue coal. 1300 tons. 6.30.

More Talk of The Town on Page 2
Possibly the best baseball attraction
of the season in this city will be to
night's game at Community Park
between those fast traveling Pirates
and the Avgusta Senators. Tlie lat
ter team defeated the Rockland
team 7 to 5 at Togus Sunday by vir
tue of swell pitching.

A cub-trainer, seating two persons
tanden. was bought in Bar Harbor
yesterday by the Rockland Flying
Club, and flown to this city by
Richard Bird and Hugo Lehtainen.
It will be used for training men in
terested in flying. Dr. H. J. Weis
man is president of the new aero
Club which has 14 members:

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
School doors will soon be opened,
every mother will try to send her
boy or girl to school as neatly
dressed as the family bcdget will
allow. But there are many par
ents wondering and worrying as
to just how that can be done.
That is the reason for this ap
peal. Clothing is needed, and
needed badly especially boys' pants,
blouses and shoes—girls’ dresses.
^ips and shoes. Clothing that your
j Tom or Mary has out-grown will
fit some of the Tom’s and Mary's
I know.
Cuch articles may be left at
my office on Spring street, or will
be called for. Phone 663-M.
Helen Corbett.
City Matron.
A patrolman, armed with a short
billiard cue, kept well chalked, is
one of the busiest men on the
street. The cop is Carl A. Christofferson, keeping tabs on cars which
violate the one-hour parking law.

Due to the Rockport Regatta and
other events being held Friday night
the management of the Rockland
Athletic Club, announces that the
Carl Lawless vs. Frankie Nelson
match booked for the 9th is post
poned to the 16th. The Butch
Wooster vs. Lou Cooper match to
follow on the 23d.

Miss Ruth Barter of Tenants
Harbor was a visitor in the city
Tuesday receiving hearty congratu
lations from a host of friends, who
recalled how, for three weeks, she
lay at death's door in Providence
Hospital. Holyoke, Mass., suffer
ing from the effects of an automo
bile accident ln the nearby town of
Granby. A compound fracture
was sustained, togeDher with con
cussion of the brain and multiple
contusions and abrasions. She was
a patient in the hospital 24 weeks
receiving, as she gradually gained,
countless evidences of kindness
from friends everywhere, as well
as from persons she had never pre
viously known. To all who were so
solicitous she ls grateful beyond
words. Outwardly she shows little
or no effects of her dangerous and
trying ordeal, but she is still badly
lamed and one ankle is carefully
strapped.

Stephen A. Haboush, native Gal
lllean shepherd and internationally
known lecturer on the Holy bands
will be guest speaker next Sunday
at the Congregational Church
using as his theme "Wise Men of
the East and Wise Men of the
West." Mr. Haboush is in Rock
land for the Summer, guest of his
William Teague home from Con
mother-in-law, Mrs. C. H. B. Seli
necticut on a vacation which Is be
ger.
ing spent with Warren relatives,
was a visitor in the city Tuesday
Beano. G.A.R. hall, Monday, 2 p.
and talked baseball with the few
m.—adv.
old-timers he met. The new bridge
is the chief transformation he finds
Beano Friday night Aug. 9 at in the old home town. "No longer
Spear Hall. Door prize, a big roast
possible," he says, “to kick boards
beef dinner.
Attendance prize,
off the old wooden bridge after los
chicken dinner; 25c for 3 cards.— ing a game." Some day Bill may
adv.
’It
make good his threat of coming
back to Knox County to spend his
Awnings, large or small, hammock final years.
tops, chair backs and seats, boat
covers. All sorts of canvas work.
BORN
Beano tonight. 8 p. m.. in K. P
MacFarland At Friendship. Aug 4
Rockland Awning Co.. Tel. 1262-W,
to Mr and Mrs Arthur MacFarland. hall. Thomaston, benefit Weymouth
16 Willow St.
73-tf a son.
Orange. Door, attendance prizes,
—adv.
DIED

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL WALDOBORO 100
SHOW TIMES
Matinees Dally at 2.30
Sundays at 3
Evenings at 7 & 9

THURS.-FRI., AUG. 8-9

“UNTAMED”
(in Technicolor)
Featuring
Ray Milland. Akim Tamiroff,
Patricia Morrison

SATURDAY ONLY, AUG. 10

“The Biscuit Eater”

from the Saturday Evening Post
story by James Street
with
Billy Lee, Cordell Hickman
and the dog Tiverton-Invader
Also the “Stooge" Comedy
"OH YOU NA7.TY SPY"

SUN.-MON., AUG. 11-12

“OUR TOWN”

from the Pulitzer Prize Play by
Thornton Wilder
Starring
WM HOLDEN. MARTHA SCOTT
Fay Bainter, Beulah Bondi,
Thomas Mitchell, Guy Kibbee,
Sti art Erwin, Frank Craven

Burdick At Fairfield. Aug 6. Albert
E Burdick of Portland, aged 50 years
Funeral services Friday at 2 o'clock I
from the WUlls B Vinal home ln War* J
ren. Burial at Waldoboro.
Torrey—At Tenants Harbor. Aug. 7.
(h a K Torrey, aged 71 years. 7 months,
19 days. Funeral services. Friday at [
2 o'clock Burial tn Seaside cemetery, i
Peabody -At Thomaston, Aug 7. Al
bert H Peabody, aged 62 years 5 '
months. 21 days
Funeral Saturday j
at 2 o'clock from Davis funeral chapel
Burns At Rockland, Aug. 7. Mary
Josepehlne. widow of Oscar O Burns,
aged 64 years. 11 months. 15 days. Fu
neral Saturday at 2 o'clock from Bur
pee funeral home.
Doe—At Rockland. Aug 7. Ella Mary,
widow ol Samuel H Doe. aged 88 years.
12 days. Private funeral Friday at 2
o'clock from residence. Old County
road.
Welt—At Rockland, Aug. 7, Sarah C.
Welt, aged 91 years, 8 months, 4 days.
Funeral Friday at 130 o'clock from
residence of Ernest Davis. 294 Broad
way. Burial ln Waldoboro
Parker At Boston, Aug. 5 Louis W
Parker, formerly of Camden, aged 63
years
Burial at Martin cemetery In
Camden.
Knowlton—At Camden. Aug. 8. Lov
Ina E. wife of John D Knowlton, aged
86 years. 3 month, 10 days. No funeral
arrangements.
Simpson At Camden. Aug. 7. Lenora
Grlndle. wife of Fred Simpson, aged
63 years. Funeral services at residence
on Union St.. Friday at 2 p. m.
St. Clair—At Framingham. Mass..
Aug 7. Dr Austin Emery St. Clair, a
native of Tenants Harbor, aged 76
years.

WARNING!
Van Arnam’s Tent Show

TONIGHT ONLY

BLUEBERRY
RAKES
IMPROVED PATTERN

Rockland was visited last night
by a number of officers and seamen
from the destroyer Doran, which
is at Rockport in connection witli
the annual carnival. The Doran
was formerly the U. S. S. Bagley
and has been recommissioned bas
ing at the Philadelphia Navy Yard.
There are 106 men on board dur
ing the present cruise with Lieut.
Carpenter as commanding officer
and Lieut (J. G.) C. S. Hutchins
.as executive officer. Three of the
six officers are Fleet 'Naval Re
serves, called back to active duty.

Extra deep berry space keeps
them whole wiUinut crushing.
Extra strength on the back
keeps handle from breaking
away.
New design makes better bal
ance and easier working.
Assortment of sizes, and prices.

H. H. CRIE & CO.
HARDWARE AND
SPORTING GOODS
328 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.

s

ft

4// Out Fun Inspectioh

Made from selected white ash
splints. Smooth surface with
heavy canvas handles. Large
size, 25 inches long, 16 inches
Wide, and 9 inches deep.
I

Regular Value $1.00

and
60-Foot Hank of Famous Nor
man Clothes Line. Regular price
39c. August Special—Both for
Regular $139

PICNIC BASKET

to
If]
ul II)
L_. JU
Lj. !

14-INCH NATIONAL

FLOOR BRUSH

Made from pure horse hair with
full length straight hardwood
handle. Excellent for use on tile
or linoleum floors, or used as a
basement broom.

HAMBURG STEAK................. Ib
STEWING BEEF................... Ib
CUBE STEAK....................... Ib
CHUCK ROAST..................... Ib
POT ROAST, boneless.......... Ib

FRANKFORTS
MINCED HAM

2

LBS.

BACON, sugar cured,

Full 19-quart capacity, it holds
seven quart jars easily. Beauti
ful Mediterranean blue finish,
high dome cover, complete with
canning rack and instructions—
also useful as a stock pot.

Chips ice, any size—quickly. For
sparkling, iced drinks—chilled ,
fruits and juices—icy-cold sal
ads. Chromium handle and cov
er. 20-oz Bar Glass. Complete
ready for use.

A large size heavy, corrugated
can witli deep offset bottom and
wide flanged cover with a se
cure cover lock. This sturdy can
will give lasting and satisfac
tory service.

1

AUGUST

SPECIAL

MHIN ST KHROUIRRES
rf, o PAINTS-STOVES • KITCHENWARE

TEL. 318-W
94-95

lb 19c

A millionaire’s dish for a few
rents a portion

FRANCO-AMERICAN

17c

Spaghetti, 3 tins 23c

CANTALOUPE
PEACHES
GRAPES
FANCY

FOR

LGE.
BSK.

19/
39/
19/

RED
2 LBS.
lbs
SUMMER SQUASH native Ib 4c TOMATOES, red ripe, 2 lbs 19c
CABBAGE, native, 4 lbs 10c CELERY, fancy crisp, 2 bch 19c
5 lbs 17c STRING BEANS native 4 qt 19c

CHASE AND SANBORN COFFEE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . pound 21c
PEANUT BUTTER.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 pound jar 21c
STRAWBERRY JAM, pure fruit.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 pound jar 33c
DEL MONTE PEACHES.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. large can 15c
SALAD DRESSING, Holsum Brand.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . quart jar 25c
CAMPBELL’S CHICKEN SOUP.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. tin 10c
COCOA .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. full pound tin 10c
THE WHITE SOAP FOR WHITER WASHES

WHITE
NAPHTHA

TOILET
SOAP

LUX
LIFEBUOY
LUX
RINSO

W

iii w
a *

s<
H

ss

ft/* "FORMERLY VEAUE'l”
t •
441 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

Vro

FLOUR
FLOUR
OLEO

ALL
PURPOSE

BAG

BAG

PILLSBURY'S
BEST

I?
17'
IV
3V HORMEL SPAM

ARMOUR'S
OR SWIFTS

I.B.

69/
89/
11/

FOSS VANILLA........................... 2 02 bot 25c
BOSCO..................................... large jar 35c
PRUDENCE BEEF LOAF...................... tin 17c
HERSHEY BAKING CHOCOLATE... l/2 Ib bar 10c
POST TOASTIES........................... 3 pkgs 19c

SWIFT'S
BROOKFIELD

BUTTER

12 OZ..

22/

TIN

2LBS 63/

, JfUi NlW

CHELSEA

M M

/

y/zz/yjj.

IHE CIGARETTE OF TOMORROW

Sperial arrangements to

ROCKLAND, ME.

17c
SWORDFISH
17c
FANCY
27c FRESH
LB. 29/
16c
tin 19c
29c A. K.O. CRABMEAT,
2 tins 29c
PINK SALMON,
2 tins 29c
TUNA FLAKES,
2 tins 23c
SHRIMP,
2 tins 17c
FISH CAKES,

29c

MACARONI AND CHEESE LOAF
VEAL LOAF
Lb.
PICKLE LOAF,

2 Parka . .

fit any special occasion.

Flower Shop

22/

LB.

OR THICK RIB

YOUR CHOICE

I Carton .

GARBAGE CAN

Silsby’s

BRISKET

15/

This Corned Beef Ls cured from only the best of Heavy Western Steer Beef.

U LB.

$1.00

GALVANIZED

is

LB.

FANCY BONELESS

Corned Beef

OVAL CLOTHES BASKET

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
98-tf

13/

LB.

SHORT
SIIANK
LEAN

SMOKED SHOULDERS

•

TEL 882

BONED
IF DESIRED

Out For Your Inspection at the Main Street Hard
ware Co.

Ambulance Service

marked "Sllsby’s.”

371 MAIN STREET

LAMB FORES

We don’t ask you to buy from pictures—We want
you to stop in and inspect our merchandise, handle
it, talk over its uses with our well-informed clerks
and be thoroughly satisfied that it will suit both
your purpose and your purBe before you buy. |fs All

COLD PACK CANNER

9 CLAREMONT ST.
ROCKLAND,

Free Parking at our Park St. Market
That Satisfies

FEDERAL EXTRA LARGE
SEVEN-JAR

ly flowers If the box

Ambulance Service

Phone 1234 for Prompt Delivery.

Wc Arc Ready With Food That Satisfies—At Prices That Satisfy—With Service

Complete with Handle

SEND A THRILL!

FUNERAL HOME

THE PERRY MARKETS

ONIONS,

Made from oak and finished in
an attractive dark maple shade.
$1.00
Roomy, convenient and durable
“LIGHTNING”
Size 7"xl0"xl7". Complete With
4 knives and 4 forks.
ICE BREAKER
August Sperial
Coarse or fine for drinks, fruits,
foods
$1.00

sperial care to provide love

119-tf

The annual Church-Grange fair, |
to be held at Wessaweskeag Grange |
hall. South Thcmaston, Aug. 23,
premises to be an important event.
The usual booths have had several
I changes and additions made. The
following are in charge: Candy
trble, Joan Baum; apron booth,
! Miss Susie Sleeper and Mrs. Vic
toria Clements; cooked food, Mrs.
I R. W. Tyler and Mrs. Annie Den
nison; parcel post, Mrs. Eva Sleepi er; novelty booth. Miss Sylvia
Tyler. On the supper committee
are: Miss Louise Butler, Mrs. Ed- ,
gar Ulmer, Mrs. Arlene Hopkins.
Mrs. Louise Allen, Mrs. Caroline
Davis. Mrs. Nellie Wiggin, Mrs ,
Flora Baum and Mrs. Janie FullerCharles “Dome" Williams as 1 ton.
Cousin Elmer with Van Arnams
The evening entertainment will j
tent show.
be in charge of Mrs. Ella Watts and
this will be a piano recital by her |
For 26 years John R. Van Arpupils.
nam's attractions have kept faith
The Parcel Post booth promises
with the showgoing public and to j to be very interesting as well as
night at the Circus Orounds here I useful. Tlie delicious cooking of the
in Rockland his attraction, under 1 village housewives has made the
South Thomaston suppers well
canvas, labeled Radio Funmakers
known. In every respect the Fair
extends to the public a fast moving premises to be an entertaining
musical revue consisting of pretty event.
girls, sweet singers, nimble danc
ers. funny comedians and hot swing
music. Prices are very popular
being only 35c for adults and 75c
for children, all taxes included.
Doors open at 7.15 and first curtain
rises at 8 p. m. for one perfor
mance only.

J

Prices 35c, 15c

She will know you took

TELEPHONES
BN, 781-1 «r 781-11
118-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

Church-Grange Fair At
South Thomaston To Have
Many Attractions

Will Br at thr Cirrus Grounds

“Tom

BURPEE'S

An Annual Event

Here Tonight

'

Coming: “Pago-Pago,’’
Brown's School Days.”
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Every-Other-Day

GRAHAM CRACKERS ... 2 Ib box 19c
COOKIES,
2 lbs 25c
SODA CRACKERS.. .. .. .. .. . 2 Ib box 14c
LEMON LOAF CAKE.. .. .. .. .. . 2 for 25c
DOUGHNUTS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 doz 29c

HI HO CRACKERS

TIIE NEW SUNSHINE

I.B.

BUTTER CRACKER

FRIENDS BEANS
2
MARSHMALLOW FLUFF
10e I’AfKAGE FREE
TETLEY TEA WITH EVERY HALF POUND

PKG.

TALL
TINS
LB.
TIN

i/2pkg
LB.

19/
25/
18/
29/

GOLD DUST............... Ige pkg 15c
OLD DUTCH CLEANSER
The New 50 Percent Faster
3 tins 20c SILVER DUST.................. pkg 23c
Old Dutch Cleanser

FAIRY SOAP................ 3 bars 10c
ORANGE AND GRAPEFRUIT WAX PAPER....... 2 40-ft rolls 09c
PRUNES................... 2 Ib pkg 10c
JUICE
FANCY BLEND
SANDWICH BEEF....... 12 oz tin 18c
20 OZ
TINS

20/

SWEET OR SWEET MIXED

PICKLES............... 2 pint jars 25c

Every-Other-Day
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FRIENDSHIP

Heard About China

Evangelist In Union

CUSHING

WARREN

Mrs. Emily (Young) Mitton
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Carter and
The revival meetings which are
daughter Miss Mildred Mitton of I
Mrs. John Simmons were visitors
ft ft ft ft
N. Y. A. Girls Listen To now in progress at the Church of
Dorchester, Mass., were recent
Saturday in Augusta.
AI.F1NA L STARRETT
guests of Mrs. Mitton's brother,
the Nazarene in Union will close
a Fascinating Story By
|£RS LOUTSE MIWOJ
Miss Lucille Prior of Bremen is
Correspondent
Harry Young.
Sunday
night.
Rev.
W.
H.
Minor
p?rrcsponden|
guest of Miss Priscilla Wotton,
Mrs. Carlson
ftftftft
Webb Barnes Joined his ship in j
' ft ft ft
the guest preacher leaves for evan
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Day and
The
first
speaker
of
the
July
work,
Tel. tt
Baltimore
last week, Mrs. Barnes
gelistic
work
in
Colorado
next
week.
Tel. 27
Mrs. Jane Murphy were in Round
remaining with his mother, Mrs.
- " CT
Pond Sunday and there Mrs Mur period was Helen Hyde Carlson, The Messenger Quartet of Wollas
Rev. Samuel Nevala, pastor of Maud E. Barnes.
Mr. and Mrs. George Brown and t phy called on her sister, Mrs. Dan- vocational consultant. National ton. Mass., are also leaving for
the
Finnish Church at St. George,
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wotton. and
Youth
Administration.
Mrs.
Carl

iel
Simmons.
work in other States at the close
daughter. lsobel of Brookline. Mass,
officiated Wednesday at funeral two children with Frank Atkins of
Dudley Hovey of Newtonville, son who has lived and traveled ex of this meeting.
who have been guests of Mrs.
Everyone is invited to attend the services for Frank B. Erickson of New Bedford. Mass., were recent
Brown’s parents. Mr. and Mrs. Os Mass., spent the weekend with his tensively in China spoke on "Fem
remaining
services. Saturday night East Warren at Simmons funeral visitors at their farm.
borne Welt returned home Wednes family at Sunset Lodge, Martins inine Arts and Crafts in China."
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Campbell and
day. Tliey were accompanied by Point.
Being able to communicate with the the service will again be held on
Friends are sending a shower of a party of friends of New York are
Union
Common
where
a
large
Mrs. Lawrence Nadeau who will
Recent visitors at Mr. and Mrs.' Chinese in their own language,
cards
this
week
to
Miss
Harriet
make them a short visit.
Sidney Carter’s were Mr. and Mrs. i Mrs Carlson was abie to learn crowd gathered last Saturday. Hahn, a patient at the Massachu at Orchard Cottage for a few weeks.
D. T. Rivers and Ethan Morrison
Several members of the Woman's Frank Wotton of Waldoboro, Mr. much mQre th#n ,he average travel. Services Sunday will be at 10 a. m. setts Memorial Hospital in Bos
and 7 p. m.
returned Sunday to Brighton. Mass.,
Club were in Newcastle Wednesday and Mrs. John Gamage, son Mil
ton.
Miss
Hahn
who
was
visited
□
er of the daily lives and the views
assisting in the Founder s Day pro ton and Mr. and Mrs. Donald Willis
ovn the weekend by Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Rivers went to Warren
of this fascinating race.
MESSAGE TO CANDIDATES
to
spend
a
week
with
her
sister,
gram at the Lincoln Home.
of Rockland.
Maurice Hahn and Miss Susie
Mrs. Carlson said that although
Sumner Hancock of Casco was
Miss Pauline Prior of Bremen is
Hahn, is gaining from her recent Mrs. Lizzie Maloney at the home of
Work
For
a
Leadership
of
Man
visiting friends in town Sunday.
visiting her grandparents, Mr. and China seemed a long way from
critical operation, but remains ill her daughter, Mrs. Emerson Per
Who Bases Politics on Faith
here, our own American Indians
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Hilton of Mrs. George Carter.
Cards addressed to her at the hos kins.
:i
In God
Springfield, Mass., are visiting his
were
a
branch
of
that
race.
Newton J. Peck with friends
pital will reach her.
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Gray and Mr.
parents Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hil and Mrs. G E. Gray were callers
Mr. and Mrs. Newell Eugley, as spent a few days at Saints’ Refuge
Mrs. Carlson spoke of the last
In the recent spring elections in motor guests of Herman Kelleran the past week, his son James Peck,
ton.
’
Sunday at the Oliver home. Rob empress of China. Tzu-Hsu. and
Mrs. Madelyn Porter is a patient ert Lash. Harold Lash and Llewel the new Republic. "We owe a Canada, an editorial appeared in and Miss Orpha Kelleran, enjoyed Mrs. Peck and his daughter. Mrs.
at Memorial Hospital, Damaris lyn Oliver visited Sunday at the
George Eaton and Mr. Eaton of
great debt to this wonderful old many of the Canadian daily news a weekend motor trip through
cotta.
Oliver farm in North Waldoboro. country- China" Mrs. Carlson said. papers, so timely, with our own fall Maine, visiting Lewiston, Auburn, Woodbridge, Conn., are now here
Supt. A. D. Gray has been a re
elections coming on, that we pre Central Maine Sanltariam nt Fair- for a few days stay.
Mr. Ross and family of New Jer
cent business visitor ln Augusta. sey visited Sunday at Zenas Lawry's. "They had the first silk of any sent it to our leaders, with only the field. Hinckley, where Miss Keller
Charles Bailey of New York spent
one in the world; the flrst gun
Miss Grace Yorke and Mrs How
Mrs. Wardell MacFarland, Mrs.
words “United States” substituted an taught 12 years, Waterville. the weekend at hls farm, Pilot
ard Solenburger were in Augusta
powder; and they did the first
Caanan, and Skowhegan.
They Point.
BUY YOUR FUR COATS NOW
Fred Felker and Mrs. Mabel Beales
for the word "Canada." The mes
Wednesday attending an exhibi
Merle D James of East Aurora.
called Monday on Mrs. Arthur block-printing." Marco Polo tells sage, which was written by Can were vuests overnight Saturday at
tion of Glassware. They were
AT GREATER SAVINGS!
MacFarland who is a patient at in his travels of all these mar adians. associated with Moral Re the home of Isaac Caler a former N. Y, has joined his family at their
luncheon guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Warren
boy.
vels
mentioned.
farm, for a vacation. Miss Anna
the Memorial Hospital in Damaris
armament, follows:
Arthur Savage.
Mrs. Rensforth Yeo of Medford. Baisch is also guest there.
Direct from the manufacturer to you! First
Touching on the subject of oc
cotta.
Mrs. Abin Fray and daughter,
“
An
election
is
a
great
heritage
Mass.,
is
spending
a
few
weeks
with
A children’s circus was held last cupational therapy. Mrs. Carlson
Newton Street, and J. Fulton
Quality Furs, linings and workmanship at very
Mary, and Everett Achorn of Wor
Thursday in the field of Mrs. Liz called attention to the fact that of democracy. This election, es her mother. Mrs. Otho Thompson Ferguson of Woodbridge, Conn., are
cester, Mass., were weekend guests
and
her
aunt.
Miss
Eliza
Swan
at
moderate prices. It will pay you to see this
pecially,
gives
us
all
a
chance
to
zie Thompson for the benefit of the Chinese make a great deal of
spending a few days with their
of Mr. Achorn's parents. Mr. and
serve our country. The United the Richmond oiace.
the Red Cross
Mrs. Geneva
group of coats before buying elsewhere. Our
Mrs Alva Achorn. They were ac
beauty: ‘Tn a novel one may find
Alfred Sheldon motored Sunday families in town.
States must emerge from the cam
Thompson and co-workers of Cush
George Vannah went to Boston
companied home by Warren Fray
to
Bath
with
hts
son
Earl
Sheldon
one
beautiful
thing,
sometimes
just
regular guarantee on all these coats. /
ing and this town were sponsors.
paign stronger and more united,
Monday for a few weeks.
who had been a guest at the Achorn
The "magician,” George Morrissey one lovely flower. It is a health better able to succeed in our task to attend the launching of the new
home the past two weeks.
Mrs. Mary Hall has returned to
from the Frio cottage was a master ful thing to learn to love beautiful ahead. It is the duty of every citf- destroyer. Mr. Sheldon worked for
Three convenient ways to pay
Miss Hazel Ruggles of Boston
Pleasant
Point. Mr. and Mrs. Le
18
years
in
the
Cobb-Bu*'er
ship

at sleight-of-hand tricks; Charles things: it is almost like medicine." zen of our country to put into his
has returned home after visiting
yard
in
Rockland
as
mill
man,
roy
Seavey
who
occupied
her
house
Frio starred in a side show; Mrs.
We were shown an embroidered coming campaign a spirit free from
Miss Dorothea Waltz.
which made
the
proceedings during her absence, have returned
Budget, Lay Away, Approved Charge
Knapp ano Barbara Fales in play sleeve band, the design worked out
Donkey baseball will be played
doubly
interesting
to
him.
prejudices
and
thought
of
personal
home.
lets and Finnish dances. Lavinia in hundreds of tiny French knots.
here Sunday at 2.15. At 3.30 ,he
Mrs. Henry Jordan of Rockland
gain.
Haying is still the order of the
local team will meet the Bath Clip Whitney had charge of ice cream: Mrs. Carlson said, “I have seen
visited Saturday with her daugh day, though the grass is light .n
“We therefore determine—
Ida Wotton and Gladys Orff, candy;
pers on the field at the high school
most places. Blueberrying is the
“1. To use every opportunity to ter Mrs. Robert Russell.
Edna Packard, root beer. On dis little children who seemed not
grounds.
Dinner guests Sunday at the next thing on the program. Many
much over three and four years old create the right spirit throughout
play
were
several
animals
as
the
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Webster of
sitting on their steps embroidering the campaign, without destructive home of Mrs. Laura Starrett. and plan to begin next week: that, too,
Arlington. Mass, arc guests of Mrs. menagerie—ponies, sheep, kittens,
Mr. and Mrs Boynton Maxey were is late, owing to the cold, backward,
Specimens of white and green and irresponsible criticism.
dogs and cattle. Proceeds amount
Helen Marple,
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Putnam, spring and early Summer.
Advertisement* In thia column no
rifles and shot runs wanted.
ed
to
$35.
Jade
were
of
especial
interest.
Jade
”2. To help our candidates to put Mrs. Ralph Putnam and Miss Doris
to eireed three line* Inhered one* tor R USED
Home coming Sunday will be ob
NUTT Shoe 8tore 436 Main 8t
25
cent*, three tunes for 50 cent* Ad CttyE______________________________
Mr
and
Mrs.
Newton
Street
is used as a talisman: it is sup national interest ahead of political Putnam of Gardiner and Alfred
93-1,3
served Sunday at the Methodist
children
Rnner nnd
’ionalJ# II»«
“<* *»
<’h for
enuaren Roger
ana Marv
nary Strep'
street. dl
Ume
eenUOve
for '*thretlmM
posed to bring happiness and long expediency and personal advantage, Fife of Augusta.
Church in North W’aldoboro. The UNION
TWO Intelligent women for special,
Mr and Mrs. Ira Hatch. Mrs MilLs- »m»ll word* to a tin*
pleasant, profitable, part or full time
morning services will begin at 10.30.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Starrett, Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Justin R. Ripley life. Jade is found in large pieces without resort to patronage or
work Olve age with Inquiry
Write
Supt. A D. Gray being the speaker of Topsham were visitors Sunday I of rocks, one end white may gradu other abuses.
Angeline Greenough and Sherman I paw. and Miss Estelle Millspaw
MISS TIMOKCT. Box 3«7. Newark. N J
took
a
trip
to
Monhegan
Saturday
94*95
and Miss Maxine Mears, soloist. at Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Bryant's.
ate into green.
”3. To practice ourselves in our Simmons enjoyed a weekend motor 1
trip
to
Aroostook
County
and
into
on
steamer
Nereid
—
.
—
—
—
y who girl or woman to do hou«eMusical numbers will also be sup
Mrs. Pearl Athearn is a patient
The significance of color as ap- homes and at our work, those prin
plied by the N.Y.A. musical class. at Fairfield Sanatorium
| Freeman Young of Rockland was
HlGH-sided dinghy, white outside, plain cooking Must be fond "of" chib
During phcable t0
Chinese b lmpor ciples which we expect our candi the Maritime provinces.
Rev. C. H. Mclllhiney of Damaris her absence her son is residing with
Mrs. Flora Kalloch Of Thom- here Saturday on business.
I green inside: two pair oars. Saunders' dren
Right pay and pleasant heme
1 tant. Red is for happiness, gaiety; dates to practice.
.......
a
„«
1
v^ortnn °n ”tna)l pair; lost Tuesday In SW for right person
Call at 192 Limerock
cotta will occupy the pulpit at the his grandparents in Hope.
aston was weekend guest of her : Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Egerton w.n(j
Beverages' i-iand oft North st . Rockland or tel 626
95*97
white is for mourn“4. To work for a leadership of sister. Mrs. Selden Robinson.
evening service. Those attending
( and maid. Mtss Betty Roache of Haven R-ward Lawrence saun j - — " —------ ——------------ “
A farewell bridge party was given,' blue is ethereal:
.
Willis Winchenbach of Whitins- Waban. Mass., have returned home
Polnt Lookout club
i
’oY't'S! eVpenSiw tel
the morning service are asked to Monday night in honor of Mrs. ^g; and yellow ls the imperial men who base their public policies
take a picnic lunch, coffee will be Pearl Athearn by Mrs. Philip Mo- color. For a great many years, no and personal lives on honesty and ville. Mass., passed the weekend after a few weeks stay at their
,he
JackeU
; RUTH ward at 770. city-----------served by the women of the church. rine and Ruth Moody at the home one outside the Royal Family dared faith in God.
Richard „ Spruce Head
Hrad Wednesday night
nlkht are
MAN wanted as direct reprr-entatlve
at the home of his sister and bungalow. Mr. and Mrs. Ricnara
are now
33Franklin
firm guarantee
All Fruit
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Kimmick and of Mrs. Morine. Those attending wear yellow.
and
Mrs. Havnrv
satory and
ana friends
irienasare
now occuoccu returned
quMtlo|lg tow(u
a5ke(1St., City,93.95no ! for
TrM>,reliable nursery
<tc fuUy
“We believe that we are among brother-in-law Mr.
son. Lawrence who have visited were Mrs Ernest Cunningham,
pving the bungalow for an indellImextment or experience unnecessary
Mandarin's beads made of Pelsing thousands ready to support the men Charles Pease
.
----------------------------------------------------------- P#V weekly
CONN VALLEY Mantwo weeks with her parents Mr. Cora MacFarland. Annie Messer,
Miss Marie Whitten of Portland nit
une stay.
rAD P il P
Chester. Conn
95*lt
glass was shown and their story who put into action those moral
and Mrs. S. H. Weston returned Mabel Tuttle, Elizabeth Orne. Lor
is guest of Miss Marion Wallace.
Mrs Arthur Elliot entertained » flJK SAI.K
told as well as cinnaba. Cinnaba and spiritual convictions which are
CHEF
cooks, waitresses, general;
Saturday to Tenafly. N. J.
Mrs. Daniel Johnson of Bridge party of friends at her cottage over .
etta Rich, Lina Burkett, Carrie
kitchen.__ high wages. Summer Fall.
Miss Alice Connell of Syracuse, Ames, Arill Leonard, Marion Alden. from the Malay Peninsula ls the essential for our country's strength.'' port, Conn., is visiting Mr. and the weekend.
H ______
ROBIN- .1 _
REGISTER
Mrs Hawley. 780 High.
show cases for sale. A ...
..
— _ ,. —
95<n
N. Y. who was enroute to Monhe Carrie Abbott. Alice Robbins, Helen real Chinese red.
George Cooley ls at home after bon. 372 Main 8t cor Myrtle 53'95 ;
------Mrs. Cornelius Overlock for a time.
few- u-eeles' stav at the Veteran's
EIOHT-plece set club aluminum
MODEL-A Ford sedan or coach wantgan called Saturday on friends here. Gorden. Christine Barker, Dorothy
It was at Swatow that the Mis GEORGES RIVER ROAD
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Graham of as se.t
wetxs stay at tne veteran , r00k1n< d,,he. CMt t89 50 sen -25 ed. good condition TEL 883 J. 28 WarMr. and Mrs. Charles Sprague Hilt, Hope Leach, Ida Hughes, sionaries flrst taught the Chinese
Bloomfield.
N.
J.
are
visitors
at
Mr.
Hospital
in
Togus.
HOWARD
DUNBAR
Tel
231-M
94*96;
ren
St . cr 282 Main St.. City. 93*95
Mr. and Mrs. Toivo Johnson,
announce the engagement of their Doris Mitchell, Blanche Mitchell, women to embroider the lovely daughters Hfelen and Dorothy. Mrs and Mrs. Austin Kalloch's.
Mr. and Mrs. Omar Conway of ; pros f r sale nelson n moody.
— Detroit last cf this
DRIYING to
daughter Helen Lucille to Leo Charlotte Hawes, Priscilla Esancy. | table-cloths of grass cloth of the
week can accommodate 1 or 2 persons
Vernal Wallace was guest of South Thomaston were callers Fn- App-un Ridge, Me.
Johnson's brother Elmer Harjula
Air romorr-er to share expense ESSEY DRAKE In
ENGINES for sale
Oould of Whitefield.
i n Mrs. Charles Prior and Mr. i , M
rP,r end Mtso-Uaneou* nr-1 grahams Hill. Ctty
and Phyllis Cunningham. High
and sister Mrs. William Duley of honor Saturday night at a sur
~
94*96
Miss Rita London of Hampden scores were won by Annie Messer, type that Mrs. Carlson displayed.
95*97
tides
19
KNOTT
ST.
City
prise
party
given
at
his
home,
and
and
Mrs.
F.
J
Nord.
The dragon on the Chinese flag Bath, motored Saturday to Port
..
a
, n i
. u.iia... —:—=------- :------ ;-------------- ;------3
MIDDLE-aged man wanted for light
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Austin first; Mabel Tuttle, second; Doris
complimenting
him
on
his
17th
Mrs. Samuel Pipicello of Holiday
A Piece O Maine U a sound and fatni work One wanting good home
is symbolic of power. There are land to get their son William from birthday. Among other nice gifts Beach 6Dent Tuesday With her par- s»tt’fy|b8 Investment To settle estate; i rather than high wafa Must be good
Miller.
DM. u Dgcui, 1UKUS, Wiui 11C1
nlnr ml|es from Camden mile front- dry milker
E E CHAPMAN West
Mitchell, third; high honors, Marythe Maine General Hospital where
three
great
spirits:
The
god
be

Miss Frances Achorn Tetumed Cunningham; consolation, Helen
age on route 137. Buildings in good Neck. Nobleboro Me
’ 92*97
he was a patient for two weeks fol he received two birthday cakes, one ents Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Doe in; repair
early land. 30 000 standing pine. ! —-—rr— ------ --------------------------Monday from Walnut Creek, Calif, Gorden. Gifts were then presented neath the earth; the god of water; |
hundreds of cords of hard-wood trout
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
lowing an operation. He would made by Mrs. Ernest Campbell and I East Friendship,
where she had passed the Winter. to Mrs. Athearn from everyone and the god of air.
the other by Mrs. Chester Wallace
Mr. and Mrs F J. Nord and Al- brook Mail and grocery delivery One '1^. t‘d *OL and delivered T J. FLEMlike to receive calls from his friends Guests
were Miss Marie Whitten of ' fred Nord, with Mrs. Charles Ih- tw| “^on^^h^“eacg1D^,n’AnDn^n^t
■ 1 <
'■
u
The missionaries are not allowed at his home here.
and also from Dr. and Mrs. Poweil,
Portland.
Miss
Jean
Harris
and
and
son
motored
Sunday
to
w
y
piper
estate
.
Warren
Me
.
or
__
_
EAST FRIENDSHIP
Doris Payson and Shirley Morton to build higher than two stories,
Mrs. Henry Vainio. daughter Elvi
1M-J- Bockiand___ ______88 II1'95 J Q
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Sabien and who were unable to attend. A light they might offend the god of the and son Onni of Monson and Miss Miss Marion Campbell of South- Portland. Mrs. Prlcr remained fnr c>11USED
washers for sale
Easy. ' with
boro,
Mass..
Miss
Pearl
Batchelder
a
visit
with
Mr.
Prior
who
is
at
children of Rockland are visiting at repast was served.
damp dryers 529 50 to 834 50. "Easy" -- ■1
air. The pagoda was the onlj' high Hattie Collins of Dober-Foxcroft
and
Miss
Norma
Lewis
of
Fram

that
port
on
the
S.S.
Coastwise.
with
wringer.
815
to
824
50
Used
ROO58S to let at 15 Grove St Tel
W. W. Havener.
building allowed and this, of course, were weekend guests of Mr. and ingham. Mass., Robert Brooks of
Universal. Westlnghouse. Hot- ! 579 W MRS FLORA COLLIN8
93-tf
Mrs. George Avery returned Sat ranges:
Miss Madeline Bradford went to WEST LIBERTY
Mrs.
Fred
Anderson
and
attended
point.
839
50
to
8125
Ice
boxes:
top:
—
;----------- —----------was built in honor of the god of
leers and front leers 85 88. 810 CENFURNISHED apartment ol 3 rooms.
Rockland.
George
and
Frederick
urday
to
Bath
Rockland where she has employ
the play given by Gardner players
TRAL MAINE POWER CO. Thorndike
,f desired
John Ach has been in Bangor the the air.
94 99 c A F-MERV Tel _______________
436 M
M-tf
at Union Town Hall Saturday night Ross of Waldoboro. Lloyd Welling
ment at the home of Clarence Dor
Hotel Bldg . Rockland.
past
week.
AU
of
which
recalls
the
famous
ton.
Joyce
Hills.
Elizabeth
Kennis

THREE furnished rooms to let for
man.
for Finnish relief under the aus
ONE-half lot. Achorn cemetery for
Braintree. Mas., are on a visit at
light
housekeeping,
private
bath
George
Killen
and
Ethel
Hutch

.
j
sale Older section
TEL CAMDEN
porcelain pagoda, one of the won pices of the Knox County Finnish ton. Miss Leona Jones and Miss ,, ,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Miller of
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred 2226
95*97 Apply 65 North Main St . TEL 887-M
ins were Augusta visitors recently. ders of the world. This pagoda was
Marion Wallace of this town.
________________________ 05-tf
Boston are at A. G. Jameson's.
Relief Committee.
Peabody.
The
group
enjoyed
a
[
whale
oil
lamps,
old and new.
Arnold Clark has returned from
Weakend
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
to let at 375 Broadway MRS
Wentworth Bradford of Massa
260 feet high and was destroyed at
Miss Katherine Gilchrest was
picnie Sunday at Fort Knox in b°oked
2jd dishes, etc mrs E HOUSE
B
SlaETPm
TEL 36
M-97
Virginia
where
he
has
been
in
a
LUCY
A
BLACK
10
Sweetland
St.
hostess Monday night to the sewing Austin Kalloch were Mr. and Mrs. Prospect.
chusetts and Mrs. Lina (Bradford)
the
time
of
the
Tai-sing
rebellion
City,
epp
ball
field
95
’
97
____________________________
.
FIVE
room
flat to let. AU modern.
training
camp
for
the
past
six
Charles
Churchill
and
daughter,
club at her home in Thomaston.
Morse of San Diego recently called
Mrs. Ella Lewis visited in Bath 1 star Klneo range for sale. Lynn oil h )l waterA,h*at tpcluded. Call after 4
and the destruction of Nanking.
weeks.
Miss Cynthia of Duxbury. Mass.
at “
>1’ North Main 6L City. 94*99
on friends here.
Sunday at the home of Mrs. Harold ! burner tnsUUed; excehent condition, P in. •'
Of more than passing interest Refreshments were served.
Miss
Golda
Boynton
of
Belfast
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Williams
_.
.
TEL. 351-R
95-97
FURNISHED apartment to let. four
Err<-st Winslow of Portland visi
Deep sea fishing seems to be a
Stanton.
rooms,
bath
V F STUDLEY. 283 Main
was
the
silver
dollar
shown.
This
TRELLISES, arbors, fencing, bird
popular sport. Sunday a group of of South Braintree. Mass., and Mr.
ted Sunday with relatives in this spent the weekend at’the home of
houses Ior sale; novelties built to or St or 77 Park St Tel 1154 or 330 86-tt
her
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
P.
L.
was
minted
in
the
29th
year
of
and
Mrs.
Charles
Brooks
of
East
RAYE'S CRAFT SHOP. 14 Pres
eight made a trip with Capt. John
community ,
ONE-room apt with kitchen pantry
Earnest A. Hooten, the scientist der.
cott St. City.
____________ 94*99 to let; two or three-room apts . furthe reign of Kuang Hsu that un son of Rockland in his boat. In the
Albert Hussey Is suffering from Boynton.
nlshe
d
11 JAMES 8T. City.
85 tf
with
the
trenchant
style,
has
writbrindle
bull
for
sale.
1'.
years
old
Mrs. Eleanor Wheeler of New fortunate emperor for whose death group were Mr. and Mrs. Lunden
burns on both hands sustained when
ten "XVhv Men Bpliave IJke Anc, smart good condition JAMES SOUTAN
FOUR-room furnished apt . elec re
York
has
several
friends
as
guests
ten
nrny
men
uenaxe
Line
Ape.x
wtley's
Corner.
St
George
94*96
a lamp exploded Monday at the
the last Empress, Yehonala. was and “Bill' Sandblom of West Rock
frigerator. automatic heat and hot
and Vice Versa," for the Princeton
MOTOR launch for sale. 22 ft by 7 water Tel 318-W MRS FROST 92 tf
port. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Nelson,
Baptist Church. His prompt action for a few weeks.
responsible.
ft.
40
h
p
Scripps
engine,
perfect
con

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Colby have
FURNISHED, two room apartment
Uno and Vaino Nelson and William
quelled the blaze.
University Press to publish ln Octo dition. newly overhauled and painted. with
Wilhelmina T. Fogg.
hath. FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park St ,
been occupying the Turner cottage
Johnson.
Cedar plank copper fastened; mahog Tel 330 __________________________ 9S-tf
ber.
Supervisor of project 18-Y.
any
deck
and
lockers,
seats
16
persons,
the past week. They are now visit
Arthur Harjula flew over from
FURNISHED apartments with bath to
double bottom, very seaworthy. Orig
ing Mrs. Gertrude Skinner.
V. F STUDLEY. 77 Park St.. Tel.
inal cost 81x00 bargain for 8250 W A le
Quincy. Mass.. Saturday with a pas
330
or 1154.
92-tf
COUCH. Deer Isle, Me., Tel 40 . 94*96
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Roberts TENANT’S HARBOR
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
senger, both returning the same
Doctors say your kidneys contain 15 mites
THREE
plate
electric
range
for
sale
WHEREAS
John
E
Sullivan
of
Rock

and daughter Judy of New York
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Tompkey are day.
of tiny tubes or filters which help to purify the land ln the County of Knox and State good condition.
FLORA COLLINS. 15 '
have returned home ater being passing a few weeks at their cot
93-95
Mr and Mrs. Riley motored from blood and keep you healthy. When they get of Maine, by hls mortgage deed dated Grove St. TEL 579-W
tired
and
don
’
t
work
right
in
the
daytime,
18. 1933 and recorded In Knox
guests at Liberty Inn for two weeks. tage.
PHILCO 2 volt radio for sale, new
Pemaquid Point Monday to see Mrs many people have to get up nighta. Fre-pient January
Without Calomel —And You’ll Jump Out of
Registry of Deeds In Book 234 Page battery,
new tubes; price 815 cost
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Prescott
or scanty passages with smarting and burning 178. conveyed to Fred A
Thorndike 849 95. R S. JORDAN. 6 Kelley Lane,
Bed in the Morning Rarin’ to Go
TWO modern cottages at Ingraham
Warren Pease of East Boston was Riley's father, Mr. Kalloch who is sometimes shows there is something wrong late
of Rockland, Maine, now de- City.
Eugene Cunningham of Washing
_______
________
94*96 Hill to let. Tel 77. ELMER C. DAVIS
ill.
They
were
accompanied
by
The liver should pour 2 pints of bile juice
with
your
kidneys
or
bladder.
Don't
neglect
«ea*ed two certain lots or parcels of
weekend
guest
of
Frank
Brown.
________
94-96
ton and Mrs. Atkins of Buffalo,
Into >our bowels every day. lf this bile is
condition and lose valuable, restful sleep. land situated In said Rockland, to
EIGHT-room house for sale at Owls
James Brackett and Miss Ina An this
When disorder of kidney function permits gether with the buildings
Hot flowing freely, your food may not di
TWO cottages to let at Pleasant
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Watts and derson who visited her mother, Mrs.
_ ____
All modern. 1>2 acres. Ideal
on_____
each _
cf Head
N.
Y„
were
callers
Sunday
here
gest. It may just decay in the bowels. Then
poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it said lots, and bounded and described i year-round or Summer home Two 8- Bench available Aug 18. W H BRAGG
family are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Fred Anderson.
rhs bloats up your stomach. You get con
may also cause nagging backnehe, rheumatic as follows, to wit
and in East Palermo.
94*99
room houses for sole In Rockland at South Thomaston
stipated. You feel sour, sunk and the world
pains, leg pains, loss of pep and energy,
Isaac
Hooper
for
a
few
days.
First:
Beginning at a stake and attractive prices, also a country store
THREE-room furnished cottage to
looks punk.
Sponsored by Confirmation School swelling, puffiness under the eyes, headaches stoneon the Northerly side of Pleas with house attached Terms arranged let at Friendship Harhor; electric
It takes those good, old Carter’s Little
There are some new arrivals in
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Davis of graduates of past years of the Finn and dizziness.
ant Street, In said Rockland, at the L A THURSTON. Tel. 1159 City 93 tf lights, running water, price reasonable
Liver Pills to get these 2 pints of bile flowDon't wait! Ask your druggist for boan'a Southwest corner of Cornelius Han
paper
cups
for
the
picnicker,
which
New
Hampshire
were
at
their
cot

HATTIE M
It'S freely to make you feel "up and up.”
POWER boat for sale. 34 ft long. for month of August.
ish Congregational Church, a sup Pills, used successfully by millions for over 40 rahan's land; thence Northerly by raid
93-95
Jonesport model. GEORGE M. COOK. WOTTON. Box 63 Friendship
Get a package today. Take as directed.
years. They give happy relief and will help Hanrahan's
have sturdy ihandles with an en tage over the weekend.
land
twenty-seven
(27)
per
will
be
served
at
the
church
Amazing in making bile flow freely. Ask
94*96
the 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poison
THREE-room camp to let on Georges
rods to a Cedar Post In the stone Friendship. Me
circling band.
for Carter's Little Liver Pills. 10c and 25<*
ous
waste
from
your
blood.
Get
Doan's
Pills.
from
6
to
8
Sunday
under
the
di

Mrs. Thomas Melquist who has
THE Benner barber shop 3 North River. Warren Electric lights, chrmlwall: thence We-terly iby land ln pos
session of Cyntha Bysrd. formerly, Main 8t. next to Rankin Block. Is for cal toilet, boat. g8rage. good spring.
rection of Mrs. Elsie Hakala of
been ill, is slowly improving.
sale with land and barber equipment. Slreps five: pumps from river Refer
nine
(9)
rods
and
twenty
(20)
links
ence required. J M RICHARDSON.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Mrs. Nannie Wheeler and son and Rockland. Following the supper a
to a stake and stomps; thence _____
South- Has been a barber shop over 60
The Courler-Oazetie
91*96
WHEREAS Moses F. Annis of Rock erly twenty-seven (27) rods and nine , Ideal for barber shop and beauty par
daughter of Philadelphia are occu varied program will be presented. land
In the county of Knox and State <91 link- more or less, to the North lor. Across the street 85 are employed
COTTAGE at Ash Point for sale fur
pying their cottage for the remain The public and all confirmation of Maine, by hls mortgage deed dated line of Plea-ant Street, to stake and Up Camden St 150 are employed, most nished. Inquire. 76 PARK ST after
graduates are urged to attend.
March 27, 1934 and recorded in Knox stones: thence Easterly by said Street, ly women and all prospective patron.- 3 p. m.
94-tf
der of the Summer.
Registry of Deeds In Book 234 Page nine 19) rods and five (5) links to Phone 995-J. L W. BENNER, for de
(Eastern Standard Time)
COTTAGE at Hollday Beach to let by
93-95
518. conveyed to Fred A Thorndike the place of beginning, containing tails.
Rve. Newel] J. Smith and family
month or season: lights spring water;
late of Rockland, Maine, now deceased. two hundred sixty (2601 square rods,
ONE 60-ft alr compressor, hammer shore lot Tel 237-W or 625 115 Park
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
went Monday to Milo where Rev.
a certain lot or parcel of land to more or less.
and drills Can be seen at Limerock St city
iw«tf
Second
Beginning
on
the
Northerly
gether with all the buildings thereon,
STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
Mr. Smith wiU take up his new
St. Rockport. BERT BRODIS 93*95
situated at Broadway Gardens, so line of Pleasant Street ln said Rock
pastorate.
Effective June 20 to September 15, Inclusive
FOUR
slightly
used
Diamond
gas
land
at
the
Easterly
side
of
a
two
(2)
called, tn said Rockland, and being
lots numbered seventy-five (75) and rod road; thence running by said lanterns, large size for sale, cheap.
For a Limited Time Only
Read Down
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Rigby of
seventy-six |76) on Lawn Avenue, so road North two degrees East ninety JACK LAULKONEN. Appleton Rd . East
Daily
Massachusetts are guests of Mrs.
93*95
called containing four thousand five two (92| feet; thence running East Union, Me
Exeepl Sun.
r.xcepf
Suh.
hundred 145001 square feet, more or eighty (80) feet; thence South two
Herbert Hocking.
JONESPORT model boat for sale. 34 ' GOOD route available of ftoo Raw
only
Sun.
Only
Sun.
less, as shown on plan of E N. Shef degrees West fifty (50) feet to said ft. 20 h.p Kermlth.. J. H. FREEMAN, lelgh consumers tn Lincoln County. No
Fun for all and a gratifying sum
A.M.P.M.P.M.
field. Civil Engineer, dated May. 1922, Pleasant Street; thence by said Street Duck Island Light Sta., South West ] experience needed. Large sales mean
AJW.P.M.AJW.
and recorded ln the Knox County sixty degrees West ninety (90) feet, Harbor. TEL 21-3.
for thc Red Cross ($25.18) resulted
91*96 big profits
Ar. Tl.55 7.00 5.35
Permanent. Full time.
4.30 S.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND.
to the place of beginning, and
Records. Book 3. Page 61. and
LEHIGH Valley and Blue Coal. $14; Write Rawlelgh's. Dept,. MEH-73-1O4B.
Ar. 10.55 6.00 4.35
from a recent "circus” arranged and
WHEREAS Leola T Wiggln of Rock
5.40 3.30 9.10 Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
WHEREAS Leola T. Wiggln of Rock
A
’
bany.
N
Y
or see H E. BEAN. 57
land aforesaid and Lena E Draper of land aforesaid and Lena E. Draper of I Pocohontus. $9; Coke. $11; wood. $10 Main St , Rockland.
Ar, | 9.50 5.00 3.25
presented on the lawn of Mrs. Ir
6.50 4.40 10.20 Lv. STONINGTON,
Me
92*Th*104
1 Tel 62. Thomaaton. J B PAULSEN
tv ...............
Canton ln the County of Norfolk and
2.15
Lv.
|
8.45
Ar.
SWAN
’
S
ISLAND,
|11.30
7.50;
win Howell's residence by the chil
92-tf
Commonwealth of Massachusetts are Commonwealth of Massachusetts are
CALL Rockland Sanitary Service for
the
duly
appointed
and
legally
quali

dependable
hauling
waste
and
ashes
Read Up
the
duly
appointed
and
legally
qualified
HARD wood per foot, fitted. $1.25
dren of Hart’s Neck. All the antics
A clean, smooth sheet, for busi
Administratrices ot the estate of said fied Administratrices of the estate of 8awed. $1 15. long. $1 05 M B & C. O ARTHUR ADOLPHSEN. Tel. 1399 89-tf
of
the
real
"big
top"
were
duplicat

said
Fred
A
Thorndike,
and
Fred
A
Thorndike,
and
PERRY. Tel. 487__________________ 92 tf
VINALHAVEN LINE
MEN, Women! Get Pep. Raw’ Oyster
WHEREAS Leola T Wiggln and Lena
WHEREAS Leola T. Wiggln at d Lem
ed by the talented kiddies, the eld ness—for school—for typewriter.
SLOOP rigged sailboat for sale or to stimulants, tonics ln Ostrex tablets
E Draper Administratrices of the E. Draper. Administratrices of the
STEAMER W. S. WHITE
often
needed after 40 by bodies lack
est of whom was 10 and the young
estate of said Fred A Thorndike <-n estate of said Fred A. Thorndike on let. 16 ft long by 7 ft. 2 In beam Oood ing iron,
calcium, phosphorus, iodine.
Read Down
the thirteenth day of April lt>38 as the thirteenth day of April 1938 as condition. Safe. Less than two years Vitamin B-l Oet 35c size today. Call.
est
one
year.
Apply LAWRENCE HAMLIN 14
Daily ,
signed said mortgage to Lena E signed said mortgage to Lena E Drap old

WALDOBORO

SENTER# CRANE'S

In Everybody’s Column WANTED

FOUND

Tired Kidneys
Often Bring
Sleepless Nights

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Summer Cottages

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB. CO.

SPECIAL OFFER!

MISCELLANEOUS

500 Sheets 8^x11
Yellow Second
Sheets

Only 40c

Daily .

Except«- Dally = g

.Sat
Sun.

Except.’0
Sun.

A.M.A.M.P.M.A.M.
5 00 '8.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND.
9.05
: Lv. NORTH IIAVEN,
6.15 10.00 3.30 9.15 Ar. VINALHAVEN,

Except -Sal. Si Mg Daily
Sun.

A.M.A.M.P.M,
Ar. |9.15 11.45 5.30
I
I
I
Lv. |8.30 10.30 4.15
Read Up

When it’s even too hot to pat
caking talcum into your moist skin,
it's fun to distribute it with a mitt
A new corduroy one comes in pink,
gold, white or turquoise.
Echoes have been known to re

• New York train connection Saturday only.
78-tf

peat as many as 20 syllables

FOR 500 SHEET PACKAGE
We Do Not Break Packages

Mail Orders Filled—15c Extra

The Courier-Gazette
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Draper, which assignment was re
corded in Knox Registry of Deeds in
Book 240 P-gt- 109. and
WHEREAS the condition of said
mortgage has been broken.
NOW. THEREFORE, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof
I. the said Lena E. Draper, claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Lena E. Draper
Dated at Rockland. Maine, July 31
1940.

95-Th-101

7l*ioo write C. H. MOOR & CO. and all other
Gay St. City.
good drug stores.
94*105
SAIL boat for sale. 18x6’. round
bottom, center board, gaff-rlgged; new
ly painted and afloat. ROBERT HILLS,
One out of e7ery seven students
119 Summer St . Cltv.
69-tf
D. «k H. hard coal. egg. stove, nut in college has a marked falling off
$14 per ton. del. Household soft coal in visual acuity from the time he
$8 per ton. del. Nut size New River soft, enters to the time he graduates it
not screened $9 ton del.; screened. $10
ton del.
Ask for swap for cash is indicated by a study of 1000 stu
tickets. M. B. & C O PERRY, 519 Main dents.
96-Th-10l St., Tel. 487*

er, which assignment was recorded ln
Knox Registry of Deeds In Book 240
Page 142. and
WHEREAS the condition of said
mortgage has been broken.
NOW. THEREFORE, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof.
I. the said Lena E. Draper. Clalm a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
LENA E. DRAPER
Dated at Rockland. Maine. July 31.
1940.

Every-Other-Day

VINALHAVEN
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DEER ISLE

Real Carnival Weather SEARSMONT

Boothbay Playhouse

Capt. Leon Schroeder of Ply
Recent out-of-town callers on
Miss Dorothy Andrews of Wal
Continued from Page One)
mouth Mass., and Miss Mary DerRev. and Mrs. C. H. Bryant were
££
Won by Jane White, Auburn; Ra Rev. John Godfrey of Appleton, pole, Mass., who has been painting
rickof Springfield. Mass., are spend
MRS. OSCAR C. LAKE
ing vacations at Bay View.
chael Knowles, Portland 2d; Pru Mr. and Mrs. Henry Chamberlain the past month on Sawyer's Island.
Correspondent
Mrs. Matthew Fay and a friend, dence Casey, Brunswick, 3d. Time Miss Phoebe Brightman and friend Boothbay, will exhibit her work
of Round Pond, Mr. and Mrs. Mel Wednesday through Saturday, Aug.
both of Quincy. Mass, are at the 1 min. 25 sec.
vin Ireland of Etna, Mrs. Edward 7-10 in the Lounge of the Boothbay
Monader Council of Pocohontus ‘Cld House' Sylvester's Cove.
Other contests resulted as fol Fossett of New Harbor, Mr and
met Tuesday night.
Mrs. George D. Carmen ls guest lows:
Playhouse.
Mrs. John Bryant of South Free
Mrs. Max Conway will entertain of Mrs. Arthur Haskell in Camden
25-yard Dash—midget boys—Won port, Mrs. LeRoy Hurd and Mr. and
More than ever artists are flock
Mother and Daughter Club Fri
Mrs. Herbert Wiliams and grand by Philip Alden, Camp Katahdin Mrs. Warren Pitcher of Lincoln ing to the Boothbay Harbor Re
day night.
daughter of Longmeadow. Mass,, Etna; William Radford. Camp Ka ville, Mrs. Nellie Lewis, Mrs. Lee gion, “the Medeira of Maine," and
The Antique Club met Monday who were guests cf relatives here tahdin, Etna, 2d; William Grabb, fowls and friend, Mrs Fred Green plans are afoot to organize an Art
With Mrs. Charles Williams.
have returned home.
Rockport, 3d. Time 14 2-5 sec.
way of Newport, and Mr. and Mrs. Center, a Guild of Independent Ar
25-yard dash—midget, girls—Won William Meader of Richmond.
The Stonington baseball team
Leslie Beach of Rhinebeck, N. Y..
tists. To solve the immediate prob
accompanied by the band, that I has Joined hls family here They by Maiion Miller, Tcpsham; Phyl
Rev. and Mrs. Albert Belyea and lem of a place to exhibit, the
lis
Topping.
Camp
Maharia,
Ncbleplayed at the New York World's are guests of the Karl Knowlton's.
family of Clinton. Ill, are visiting Boothbay Playhouse donated the
Fair, will arrive Sunday and play
Miss Esther Dodge cf Lowell boro, 2d; Nancy Newtcn, Eelfast. at the home of her father. Eben
use of its Lounge and theatre lobby,
the Vinalhaven Chiefs at School Mass., ls visiting the George M. 3d. Time 16 sec.
50 yard Dash. Kr.cx County Red- Cobb. They will return Aug. 12.
street grounds at 2 p. m. standard Dodges.
and the occasion of the opening,
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Ray C. Williamson
time. Union Church Circle will
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Kydd <Ar dents cnly. girls -Won by Jean Crie cf Goshen, N. Y., are guests at the Aug. 7, of “Young Woodley," John
serve light lunches at the G.A.R. lene Sylvester) of Newton. Mass., Thomaston; Connie Bowden. Camheme cf her mother, Mrs Lula Van Druten's play which is to have
den, M. Time 31 1-5 aae.
rooms. Memorial hall from noon are guests at Edgewood Farm.
a four-night run, was chosen as
Sprowl.
50
yard
Dash.
Knox
County
Resi

until 7 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas and
Miss Nancy Miller of Waldoboro the inauguration night of the flrst
Union Church Choir ls rehears- Mr. and Mrs. Phelps Brown of New dents, Senior men—Won by Wil
liam
Wheatley,
Washington;
Rob

was
a recent visitor at the home of of a series of Between-the-Acts
ing a play to be presented at an ycrk are at their cottages at Brook
Art Exhibits, each to be on view
ert
Mitchell,
Washington,
2d.
Time
Mr.
and
Mrs. Arnold Davis.
early date for the benefit of the Cove
27 4-5 (M
Mr. and Mrs. Bliss Marriner and for the duration ol each weekly
church.
50 yard Dash. Knox Ccunty Resi family of Portsmouth, N. H„ are Playhouse attraction.
The senior class will hold a sup CRIEHAVEN
dents, Senior wcmen—*Won by Jean visiting in town this week.
Miss Andrews, graduate of Smith
per in Union Church vestry tonight.
Kent Ogilvie has returned to Crie. rhomaston; Connie Bowden,
Mrs. Harry Brown of Bayonne College, studied art during three
At a meeting of the GAR. Wollaston. Mass., after visiting his
Camden, 2d. Time 31 4-5 sec.
N. J.-, is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank years of her college course, and
Memorial
Association
Monday
mother and sister Ior a week.
50 yard Breast Stroke, Junior
night, officers were re-elected.
Bryant. Mr. Brown will later pass spent one year In Mexico City
Douglas Heline has returned home girls—Won by Jean Crie, Thomas
a vacation here.
Recent arrivals at “The Moors" after spending a month with Mr.
studying under the tutelage of the
ton; Prudence Casey, Brunswick.
Lane’s Island, Harold Vinal pro
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Pilcher noted Mexican artist, Federico
and ‘Mrs. Ero Blom.
2d;
Nancy
Newton,
Belfast,
3d
prietor are Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
called Friday on Mrs. Pitcher's Cantu. Her "one-man show" at
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Wilson and Time 44 1-5 sec.
Hillyer of New York and Prof, and
brothers, Burton Hunt and Charles the Playhouse will include water
Mrs. Polly Brown have returned to
50
yard
Breast
Stroke,
Junior
Mrs. Mason, Ithaca, N. Y.
Brooklyn and West Somerville, after boys—Won by William Moore. Port Hurt.
colors and oils painted during the
An open alr concert by the Vinal
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Martin of
visitirg at Hillside Farm
land; Charles Carr. Rockland. 2d;
month she lived in Guadalajara
haven Band, J. H Kittredge, lead
Norma Blom and Barbara Blom William Radford, Camo Katahdin, South Montville. Mr. and Mrs. Al
and in the flshing village of Patz- j
er. held Tcesday night at the band
ton
French
of
Camden
and
Warren
hae been vis.ting the Fletchers at Etna, 3d. Time 40 4-5 sec.
stand was well patronized. The
Fitcher of Lincolnville visited Fri cuaro, as well as paintings done
1 Matinicus Reck. Dorothy Fetoher
Open
50-yard
Dash,
Summer
several selections were finely renday with Eben Cobb.
in the tropics ol Acapulco and In
.
,
..
, .
,
is visiting the Bloms,
dered as was evidenced bv applause.
, Camps only, boys—Won by iDouglas
Mr. and (Mrs Joseph Bragg at the mountains of Cuernavaca and
„ .
j
z• f
j
Capt. Max Young took a party of Crate. Camp Katahdin; John LindCapt. Edward Greenleaf and
K
'
friends Saiurcky to Rockland.
sley, Gardiner. 2d; John Berri, tended the funeral Saturday of their Taxco.
Meredith Trefrey of Yacht Althea.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Spear of East Camp Katahdin, 3d. Time 30 2-5 uncle. Edward Page, in Richmond.
In Maine, Miss Andrews has
stationed at North Haven, were in '
Rev. and Mrs. Albert Belyea and
Union are guests at Rex Anderson's sec.
studied water color with Eliot
town Monday night.
family.
Mr
and
Mrs.
Bliss
Marriner
Cpen 50 yard Dash, Summer
OHara; ln West Virginia with
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Steinfleld { fcr two weeks.
are cc- Camps only, girls—Beverly Mitchell. and family, Mrs. Ada Hawes, and William Grauer; in New York she
of New York City are spending the ! Don Watson
. and
_ , family
, .
Mr.
and
(Mrs.
Harold
Cobb
attend

month at “The Wigwam" Shore
Windy Point dor August. Camp Maharia. Ncbleboro, only
ed Sunday the Methodist Church studied caricature with PeggyA .
! R. Louise Watson has returned to contestant. Time 36 4-5 sec.
in Union.
Bacon. Last Winter in New York
100
yard
Swim.
Senior
men
—
Won
Mr and Mrs. John Rule and son Q“‘nc* alter fPendin’ two wfeks
Frank
Cunningham
of
Bangor,
City, Camilo Egas. the famous
by Robert Reynolds, Camp Katah
Jack of Boston are guests of Capt. at,,,Ur
e’,. _
, ,
„
and Mrs Clinton Teele.
, MUa Caroline Page is visiting Mrs. din; William Wheatley, Washing Mrs. Wesley Warman and family of Ecuadorian muralist was her teach
ton. 2d; Rcbert Mitchell. Washing Knox. Mr and Mrs. Harold Towers er. Becoming interested in litho
L. Carver
f<* tw®
Carver Relief
Relief Corps, met
and family of Belfast, and Everett graphy, Miss Andrews enrolled as
Capt. Chester Marshall in his ton, 3d. Time 59 sec.
Tuesday night. Housekeepers for
Lenfest and son and the latter's
yacht
brought
Saturday
from
PortICO
yard
Swim,
Senior
women
—
a student of Margaret Lowengrund
supper were: Montilieu Grindle,
Won by Helen Keith, Camp Maha- friend of Swanville were guests at the New School for Social Re
Blanche Kittredge and Marion Clyde a party consisting of Colby ria;
Sally White. Auburn. 2d; Ellen Sunda-V of 5®rs- ®elle Howes
Hupper and family and Hatton
Headley.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Austin and search. She has exhibited in New
Wilson.
Mr.
Wilson
ls
visiting
his
O'Brien.
Brunswick, 3d. Time 1
C. S Roberts of Rockland was
family
have moved from Stamford. York City as well as at Smith Col
son L. H. Wilson for a few more min. 13 1-5 sec.
a visitor Tuesday in this town.
Conn., here and are occupying the lege and in Walpole.
days.
Men
’
s
Fancy
Dives
—
Won
by
Wal

Albert Carver. Jr. has returned
Already ihuch interest has been
Mr. and (Mrs. Frank Wilson of ter Sullivan. Oakland , 56.7 pts; Millbury Hunt house in the village.
from several weeks stay at the
Many Summer residents, and shown in the Boothbay Harbor Re
Mecford.
Mass.,
are
guests
at
W.
T.
Harry
Clark.
Waterville.
2d.
51.8
pts.
Y.M.C.A. camp at Winthrop.
Womens Fancy Dives—Won by friends from nearby towns attend gion's latest Art venture. Wiscas
Mrs. Elizabeth Kay and grand Barter's for two weeks
Mrs
Hcrace
Andrews
is
visitirg
Jane White. Auburn. 2C pts; Ma ed the supper and sale conducted set artists, good neighbors of Boothson Richaari Johnson have returned
by the Ladies' Aid of the Commun- I
htr
sister
IMrs.
Guy
Simpson.
ricn Miller. Tcpsham. 2d. 15 pts; ity
from Worcester, Mass.
Methodist Church Friday night I bav have bookcd Aug 14*17 as an
Mr.
and
Mrs
Sam
Tupper
visit

Jean
Crie
Thomaston.
3d.
12
pts.
The Economy Club met Tuesday
at
the
Grange hall.
I all-Wiscasset art exhibit at the !
ed
their
daughter
in
Vinalhaven
With a very close finish but un
night with Evelyn Patrick.
Mrs
Jennie
Murray
cf
Portland
Playhouse.
der the worst sailing conditions for
N. Cook Sholes is in Hallowell as recently.
has been guest of her niece. Mrs.
Marjorie
McQuade
of
Cambridge,
years
the
HAJ
beats
of
Camden
Assistant State Supervisor for vo
Raymond Harriman for two weeks.
NORTH HAVEN
cational training project on the has returned heme after visiting raced over a three-mile course,
Mrs. Alex McLane and son of
Mrs. Andrew Holmes a week.
starting with a stiff breeze which
WP.A.
Mrs. Lencra Cooper and son
New
York
were
recent
visitors
at
Ralph Wilson is visiting his fam- socn played cut making it a drift
Douglass
and daughter Betsy was
Mrs. Marion Morrell and daugh
ing contest. Clifford Smith in the Mr and Mrs. Frank Bryant's.
in town Sunday to visit Mrs. Etta j
ter Martha of Arlington Heights. iy in Rockport.
P
H.
Hilton
has
returned
home
Mrs. Byran Clark has returned "Ripple" and A P Sailer did not
Ncyes.
Mass., are guests of Miss Nettie
to Union after a visit with fiiends finish and no time was taken for from the Camden Community Hos I Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Amsbury |
Ingerson.
and relatives here.
the “Tide'' owned by Barbara Fm- pital, where he was a recent mtdi- ' arrived Tuesday for a vacation at
mons. "Flicker 2nd owned by Nancy cal Phtlcnt
There are more 'han 1000 lan
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Dodge and fam ' their ccttpge at Amsbury's Point.
Keene and "Suomi” by Stillman
guages and dialects used in the SOUTH HOPE
Mr. and Mrs. Oocde and family
ily,
also her sister. Mrs. Turner,
Kelley. Other beats finishing as
Americas.
Mrs. Eleanor Payson of Hope has follows:
and children, all of Long Island, N. are occupying the Woodhull cottage
at Amsbury's Point for the month.
■ returned to the home of her daugh“Craig" Al Osgood, 2 h. 7 min 15 Y. spent the past week at the Dodge
Mrs. Marguerite (Eaton) Miller
! ter Mrs. W. C. Wellman. Mrs.
farm
here.
sec.
and
family are spending a vacation
j
Wellman
had
as
guests
the
past
Ira Packard ard Miss Marieta
A Dish Really
“Blue Streak." Dotha Seaverns,
• week her granddaughters Faith 2 h. 7 min. 10 sec.
Welch, of Machias, spent the week with relatives and friends in town.
The annual meeting of the Vil
| Ludwig of Hope and Muriel Childs.
Fit for a King I
"Fin.' Maftha Borland, 2 h. 7 min. end at the home of his parents, Mr. lage Improvement Scciety was held
Mrs. Isabel tfcNiff has returned
and Mrs. J. G. Packard. Mr. Pack
29 sec.
Monday with a large attendance.
I from Massachusetts.
"Dianne," Betty MacNeil. 2 h. 12 ard is attending Summer School at
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Brown and
Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Hemenway
the
University
of
Maine
this
week.
min. 5 sec.
family of New Jersey who have been
j were weekend guests of their son
Mrs. Elizabeth Edgecomb of
"Pezazz," Angie Taylor, 2 h. 12
visiting Mr Brown's parents, rej Prof. Leland Hemenway of Boston min. 29sec.
South Montville. who has been
J turned home last week.
at his Summer home in Millbridge.
1
helping
Mrs.
Russell
Knight
carp
William Chatfield, 2 li. 13 mia.
Bev. M. G. Perry has Joined his
Mrs. Edith (Metcalf) Relph and
for Mrs. Lucy Bean has returned
family who have been here for
| son Lowell Relph of Cedar Bluffs. 34 sec.
Joshua Chase, 2 h. 15 min. 40 sec. heme. Miss Ethel Small of South i three weeks. Mr. Perry was acKan., are guests of her aunt Mrs.
The street at 6 p. m. was one of China is new caring for Mrs. Bean companied here by his cider daughA L. Esancy this week.
Mrs. Clara Richards and Ralph
Mar ior ie
the
best for several years. The
H. A. Hart. Halver A. Hart. Jr.
Richards, both of Camden, called
MaGorie.
Marion Brown of Augusta who re
and Archie Landry attended the line of march formed at Hoboken Sunday on Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge
cently visited her parents. Mr. and
Bangor fair where Mr. Harts Square, thence to Pascal Avenue. Davis,
Mrs. C. F. Brcwn has returned
noted span of horses won the blue Central street to Limerock. across
Mr and Mrs. Leslie Wellman, Mr
ribbon in the sweepstakes pulling Huse to Union, back to Central and and Mrs. Bradford Perry and heme.
class. Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Ler Pascal, disbanding at West street. daughter, all of Rumford, visited
mond and Arthur Thorndike also A new feature introduced in this Sunday with William Wellman.
SOUTH APPLETON
parade was a group of youthful boy
attended the fair.
Bert
Cunningham
is
spending
a
Mr. and Mrs. Georg? Butler and
Mrs. Pauline Brown of Somer and girl bicycle riders, with gay vacation from his duties at the Au- grandson Herbert Butler enjeyed a
costumes
and
attractively
decorated
ville. Mass., was a recent caller on
gusta State Hospital with his fam- i family picnic Sunday at Belfast
wheels.
Mrs. C. B. Taylor.
Uy here.
I Park.
This
was
followed
by
a
number
Miss Annie Hart returns this
Mr and Mrs. Preston Esancy and
Mr. and Mrs. George Cullinan
of
decorated
floats,
section
of
ma

week from Gorham Normal School
daughter cf Union were callers Sun- were guests Monday of his parents
rines
frcm
the
U.S.S
Doran.
Boy
where she attended thc Summer
Scouts. Fire Departments with ap day at the heme of Mr. and Mrs., Mr. and Mrs. Ben Cullinan.
classes.
J. G. Packard.
Joseph Johnson of Harrison and
Miss Hattie A Boggs was enter paratus from Rockland. Thomas
Miss Maud Muzzy and Mrs. Mary I Orono was overnight guest last
ton.
Camden
and
Rockport.
Camden
tained Sunday at a cotlsin party by
Tre fethen of the Battery. Belfast. Thursday of Philip Keene,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Maxey of and Rockport School Bands. Wins and Mr. Truck ar.d Miss True of. “Junior" Cunningham is visiting
Rocklar.d at their cottage on Ler- low-Holbrook Junior Drum and Elgin. Ill., visited Friday with1
sister, Mrs. Glenys Fish in West
Hit that old heat wave . . .
Bugle Corps of Rockland.
ond pond.
friends here.
I Appleton.
Prize
for
the
prettiest
float
was
with this cooling, inarbleizpd
Miss Frances Howard is guest
------------------j Johnson Fenwick who spent a vathis week of Mrs. Hazel Brown in awarded to the Trytohelp Club of
Thcre are approximately 60,000 cation with his grandparents Mr.
Royale! Ripe, red raspber
thc
Rockport
Baptist
Church;
most
Thomaston.
«
employes on the weekly payrolls of and Mrs. Leland Johnson, has re
ries . . . crushed in smooth,
Mr. and Mrs. John Webster and original, Rockport High School aviation manufacturers.
i turned to Rye, N. H.
Senior
Class;
funniest,
Carl
Eaton;
Mtss Mildred Webster of Somer
delicious vanilla ice cream.
ville. Mass., are oecupyi'ng Miss also prize to the 4-H Club of West
It’s a treat to eye and taste!
Frances Howard's house this month. Rockport for originality. In the
Maynard Bowley, Daniel Bowley bicycle group, which was sponsored
Sealtcst-supervised. Get this
Bert Whipple and Donald Pushaw by Haskell <fe Corthell, the winners
tasty flavor from your neigh
attended the ball game Sunday in were Hartford Blanchard of Cam
den as Uncle Sam and Patricia Wall
borhood dealer.
Hope.
of Rockport, attractively costumed.
The parade was under the direc
Another PEACH of a dishl
Only two North American me
teorites have been known to strike tion cf Mrs. Diana Pitts with these
judges: Francis Gilbert. Dr. James
buildings.
Real Peach Ice Cream! You
Herlihy, Mrs. Alice Pender. William
can taste the delicious bits of
•*♦*♦*♦****♦»*♦*»»»»»»»»»»««« Haims and Mrs. Elsie Pierson.
The good evening program drew
fresh peach in this refreshing
the largest crowd of any opening
ever-popular flavor. Your
night since the carnival was inau
family will enjoy it these
gurated as an outdoor affair.
warm August days!

RED RASPBERRY

Refreshing!

SALABA

RAZORVILLE

FRO-JOY
A face-to-face visit

ICE CREAM

Would be your first choice;
But when you can’t travel,
There’s voice-to-voice.

• H<*ar thr Sealtest Show with Ilmly Valles
•very Thursday over N. II. C. Red Network,

10 to 1O:SO P. M., E. D. T.

This Company and Sialtnt, Inc., ara undar
the <um« ownership

Lowest out-of-town telephone rafts
in effect nights and all day Sunday

TELEPHONE

The Farrar reunion was held
Sunday at the heme cf Mrs. Emma
Cushman in Montville Center with
the largest attendance ewer. Those
present from here were Mr. and
Mrs. L. P. Jones. Heber Farrar and
Bradley Brann. Miss Lillian Rus
sell extended an invitation for the
reunion to be held at her West
Warren cottage in 1941.
Edith Overlock attended the
evangelistic services Sunday at the
Church of the INazarene in Union
Mrs. Vinnie Bowes has been a
recent visitor at Maud Howard’s.
Campmeeting will be held Aug.
17 in Washington.

Daily crossings of the Atlantic
Ocean are now envisaged by one
of the larger airlines.

ICED TEA

In packages and tea-bags at your grocer's

ICED COFFEE
coots YOU OFF

/T’S ECONOA1/CAL - /T'S REFRESHING

COPLEY
COFFEE

2B45C

KYBO

RICH AND FULL BODIED
GROUND TO ORDER

PRICES ROCKLAND, ROCKPORT. CAMDEN ONLY

MiBSUMMEH SALE
Check this advertise-

Here's the outstanding list of food specials for Summer.

’

ment and go to your First National Store today.
FINAST
BRE YD
MM EB
BAG

CQp
-- C7p
WI U
FLOUR
LARD 2 15/ OLEO 2 ”17/
4 22c
TOMATOES
3 39c
MARVO
15c
29c
4
TONICS
2 25c
SHRIMPS
CRABMEAT
2 45c
or
2 37c
RINSO OXYDOL
4 27c
MILK
24 M LB. BAG

MARGARINE

LBS.

NO. 2
TINS

STANDARD
BRAND

I LB. TIN

100G PURE

POUND
TIN

VEGETABLE

SHORTENING

MILLBROOK
ALL FLAVORS
CONT. ONLY

LGE
28 OZ.
BOTS.

WET
PACK

TINS

CHAIKA

NO.
TINS

OR GI.IS1IA

LARGE
PKGS.
TAI.L
TINS

EVANGELINE
EVAPORATED

620c
2 25c
TUNA FISH
4 25c
STRING BEANS ~
IVORY SOAP 5c 25c
18c
MATCHES
6
2 23c
BAKED BEANS
SPAGHETTI
3 19c
27c
LOBSTER
RICHMOND TOILET TISSUE

NO.
TINS

LIGHT
MEAT

NO. 2
TINS

MEDIUM
BAR

LARGE
BYKS

OHIO
BLUE TIP

BOXES

FINAST

TAEL
TINS

FINAST—looked

I LR.
TINS

with Cheese and
Tomato Sauce

6 OZ.
FLAT TIN

NEW

1940 PACK

CORN FLAKES
APPLE JELLY
WAX PAPER
APPLESAUCE

WHITE
SPRAY

2
2

PKGS
JARS

LARGE
ROLLS

FINAST

NO. 2
TINS

17/
23/
29/
25/

7w( FRUITS ^/VEGETABLES
MELO-RIPE

I REESTONE

BANANAS 5 lbs 25c PEACHES
RED MALAGA

GRAPES

4 lbs 23c

NATIVE

2 lbs 19c BEETS

3 bchs15c

NATIVE ICEBERG

CABBAGE 4 lbs 10c LETTUCE 2 hds15c
JUMBO
Cantaloupes 2 for 25c GREEN BEANS 2 lbs 15c

is REALLY

GOOD TASTEj"

kA

RICHMOND e 2,a£s27«
JOHN ALDEN 2^33*

VACUUM PACKED

NATIVE

H'mph

In making iced coffee use double the usual amount of
•coffee in brewing to allow for melting of ice. Pour
hot into pitcher or glass half full of ice and serve.

r

FANCY

LARGE RED

TOMATOES 3 lbs 25c PLUMS
POTATOES 15 lbs 25c ONIONS
CM*’

2 doz 25c
10 lb bag 25c

FIRST NATIONAL STORES

1

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette. Thursday, August 8,1940 '
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THOMASTON

Ciui/ War

Softball League

At Eells Boat Barn

Veterans

THOSE C.Y.A. MEETINGS

ROCKPORT

Adults Gain Inspiration From

(Continued from Page Two)
Gatherings in South Thomaston
ftftftft
Two Brilliant Young
only tough night he has had all
Rev. Maurice Dunbar, who is
U03A G. CtHAMFNKT
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
Pianists Will Be Heard In
year.
Correspondent
spending tbe Summer at Spruce
Correspondent
Concert Sunday Night
Last night's gqme drew one of
Head will address the young people
ftftftft
the largest crowds of tne season.
of the C.Y.A. Sunday, Aug. 11 at
Music
lovers,
particularly
devot

TeL
2220
Tel. 190
And as a result of the Pet victory
7 p. m. at the People's Church,
ees of the piano, are looking for
Sunday's crowd ought to be bet
Scuth Thomaston.
ward
to
the
concert
at
the
Capt.
Frank
Yattaw
was
preasantly
sur

Mr. nnd Mrs. Edward Costello ter. It's almost a cinch it will be
Tlie C.Y.A. meeting Sunday. Aug.
Eells Beat Barn. Rockport, Sun prised recently when friends and
of Boston and Mr. and Mrs. Her Bisbee and Arico then. Now don't
4 was very capably led by Nathalie
day night, at 8 30. when Ralph Ber- relatives gathered at his home to
bert Wheeler and son. Norman cross me up again Brackett.
Jackson. Her subject was a quiz
I kowitz and Vladimir Sokoloff will help him celebrate 'his 65th birth
Mike Arico turned in what was
Rogers, are spending the week at
over the book of Mark. It is wished
pieA
nt
a
program
of
music
for
day.
Mr.
Yattaw
was
the
recipient
easily his best pitching of the year
Crawford's Pond.
that more adults might see the way
one
piano,
four
hands,
similar
to
of many gifts including two large which these young people carry on
Byron Hahn ot, West Somerville. last night. Holding the Amocos
that given last Summer and which birthday cakes made by Mrs. Fred
their meetings. Each meeting is
Mass.. Joined Mrs. Hahn at their to four hits is a swell job. as the}won such high acclaim.
Putansu of Clark Island and Mrs. divided into two parts. The first
usually
get
that
many
on
bunts.
Summer home here last Saturday
These
two
brilliant
young
pian

Elizabeth Yattaw. Refreshments is led by Edwin Tyler, president.
Bar Lord contributed the field
for a vacation.
ists are making extensive research were served and a pleasant evening
This opening service includes the
Rev. and Mrs. Hubert F. Leach | ing feature last night with its pret
into music originally written for was passed.
zel catch off Dowling tea the 7th,
singing of several hymlns, then a
returned home Monday after two but Al Wink was all over the field
two performers at one piano, and
Mr. and Mrs. John Porter Hen Bible Drill by Miss Margaret Mc
weeks spent in Portland. Sunday all night making some fine plays.
are meeting with reward in finding nings and sons, John and Peter, of
Knight, religious director. Fol
School and morning service will be This boy plays the best second base
compositions of great beauty and Sharon, Penna., are guests of Mr.
lowing this is a prayer, another
resumed at the Federated Church the Amocos have had all year.
worth
from
many
of
the
world's
left. Lewis Graves: eenter, Gen. J. P. Cilley, right. Thomas II. Benner.
and Mrs. H. O. Heistad.
hymn, and the offering. The meet
next Sunday at the conclusion of
best-known
masters
such
as
Mozart,
Note: The Courier-Gazette's supply of Civil War pictures will become exhausted with the next two issues.
Dowling's double in the third
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Goodwin ing is then turned over to the lead
Rev. Mr. Leach's vacation.
Mendelssohn, Schubert .and others.
last night was really hit and we If any of our readers have photos which have not appeared we will be glad to borrow thrm.
of Weedsville. N. Y„ are guests of er for that particular night. He
William Cullen of Lewiston ls don't mean maybe.
As one thinks back, it is under
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Chase at their has a brief outline for a subject
visiting his sister. Miss Belle Cullen. Van Baalen 18, Perry’s Market 5
standable that many of these old
3 2 2 1 3 2 •Amoco
McPhee, ss .
Summer home on Beech Hill. Other that he may use. His part of the
masters must have written in this
. _
.
. .. _
„ _
Harold Sherwood of Newport. R. Van Baalen
ab r bh PO
Connon. lb ........ 3 0 1 5 0 1
meeting lasts about 30 minutes. The
medium,
as
,
"ensemble"
performo
I. , has returned home after a visit
1 0 3
3 0 1 0 0 0 Valenta. if ......
Anderson, cf
Capt. Fred Haskell, in his faith
were Mr. and Mrs. Louis Hatch of meeting then closes with a special
ance
has
always
been
a
joy
and
in
2
with Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Horsley. S. Goldberg. If
3 1
3
Feyler. If ............ 1 0 1 0 0 0 Lord. 2b .........
ful "Seabiscuit" took all the honors
White Marsh, Pa., and Mr. and Mrs. selection by the choir aud the
Mrs. George Creighton, Mrs. Woythaler, cf ... 2
2 0 1 1
3 0 0 3 9 1 F Wink. 3b
Freeman. 3b. c
in Sunday’s race. Capt. Ervin those days pianos were not present Samuel Knowles of Damariscotta. C YA benediction.
in the great numbers as today.
Ronald Messer and Mrs. Lawrence Gray, lb.......... 4
LaCrosse, rf....... 22 0 0 1 0 1 Sullivan, lb ...... .... 1 1 1 7
Haskell was co-mate, and both boys
Nathan Goldstein of Philadel
Quite a number of adults now at
Six composers will be represented
3 o 1 1 o 0 Welch, ss .... .... 3 0 1 1
Leach, the latter of Rockland, went Murgita, 3b ....... 5
Duff, r ........
are former Deer Isle race boat
phia, a violin student of Madame tend these meetings and must have
in
the
program.
One
of
the
fea

to Waterville yesterday and were Tibbetts. 2b ...... 5
. 1 0 1 0 1 0 Day. c ......... .... 3 0 0 3
Hary. p......
captains. Capt. Robert Hills' Minx
Lea Luboshutz. is at the home of received inspiration to have these
tures will be a set of "Variations on
guests of Mrs. Earl Hall.
V. Raye. r....... 4
2 1 1 1 1 0 Bisbee, p.......... .... 3 1 0 0
Rackliff. p
came in second, and Bob just can
Mrs. Belle Coates for the month of young people show them the path
an
Original
Theme"
by
Schubert,
Miss Helen Newcombe of New Levinthal. rf ...... 4
I A. Wink, r .....
2 0 2 3
not understand how Fred got to
August.
which we all must travel—the path
whose
"Fantasie
in
F
Minor"
will
port. R. I., and Miss Elizabeth Frantz, c ...... . ..... 4
26 5 9 13 12 6 ' Shafter, rf ..... ... 3 0 1 0
the landing first, because the Minx | be recalled as one of the highMr. and Mrs W K. Whipple are that always leads—at last—to God.
Newcombe of Washington. D. C., M. Goldberg, ss .. 4
Van Baalen ........... 4 5 5 2 1 3—18 Brackett, cf ........ 3 0 0 0
was leading all the way. (Accord- i,. ..
, ,
. „
entertaining at their Summer home
S. T.
lng to Bob.. "Red Fly " Capt. War- j !«h“ of,
Su”s P^Krf*m; on Sea street Mrs. Jean Page. Miss
are expected to arrive today to be Epstein, p ........... 4
Perry's .................. 2 0 0 0 3 0— 5
ner
St.
Clair,
was
third,
and
ln
I
Ano
her
feature
will
be
a
"SonaU'
guests of their aunt Mrs. Robert
25 4 8 21 9 2
Two base hits. McPhee. Tibbetts,
Olive Gardiner and J. K. Pitts of daughter Muriel of Rockiand.
.1 ami Mr Walsh.
K^at modern Cleveland.
Levinthal. Home run. S. Goldberg. Amoco ................. 1 0 2 1 0 0 x—4 fourth place was Capt. Line McRae wrltten ln *938 by
Mrs. Flora Shannon and son
composer,
Hindemith,
which
proves
Robert Burns has returned to Perry's Market
Three base hit, Welch. Stolen in his Amesbury built sailboat.
Stolen base. Frantz. Sacrifice. Gray.
Ernest Ingraham arrived Tuesday Donald of Washington, D. C. are
that
tihe
later
composers
are
find

Friendship after a visit with his
ab r bh po a e Base on balls, off Epstein 4. Hary 3. base. Sullivan. Sacrifices. F. Wink.
The boys are all brushed up for
from West Point. N. Y„ to spend a
aunt and uncle Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Perry. 2b ............ 2 0 1 4 3 0 Rackliff 3. Struck out. by Epstein 2. Double play. F. Wink to Day to next Sunday's race, the boats get ing this a happy medium of expres two-weeks' vacation at the home at the Payson homestead, Main
street, for the month.
sion. Another interesting example
Young.
Glover, c. 3b ...... 3 2 0 2 1 1 Rackliff 1. Hits off Hary 12 in 3 Sullivan. Struck out, by Boynton 1. ting cleaned and painted.
of Ids uncle. Oh&rles F. Ingraham.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Pierson and
of
four-hand
music
will
be
heard
Mrs. Charles Singer is spending
innings. Losing pitcher. Hary. Um Base on balls, off Boynton 3. BisCapt. Haskell Is willing and anx
Rev. and Mrs. C. V. Overman re children of Waterbury. Conn., are
in the group of six "Hungarian
the week in Boston with her son.
i
bee
6.
Umpires,
Smith
and
Freepires.
Smith
and
Freeman.
ious
to
meet
all
challengers,
for
his
turned Tuesday from a vacation occupying one of the Libby camps
Overlock and Maurice Wyllie of
Dances" by Brahms, which, though
John Singer and Mrs. Singer.
| man.
type of boat.
trip of ten days' duration, a part of at Lake Megunticook for two weeks.
Warren.
not
generally
known,
were
com

Tlie annual parish meeting of
Snow's 23, A. A P. 8
Capt. Elwell, former lighthouse
which was spent in Rumney, N. H„ Mr.s. Pierson was formerly Miss Elsie
Dr. and Mrs. George B. Whitten Amoco 4. Indies 0
posed
originally
as
works
for
four
the Baptist Society was held at the
Snow s Shipyards put together keeper at tire Breakwater, had the
Eddie Bisbee turned in his sec
where
they attended the Pastor's Gardiner of Rockland.
of
Johnstown.
Penna.,
their
son.
hands.
vestry Monday night. Alfred Strout
ond shut-out of the season last three big innings to swamp A. & P misfortune to lose hls wallet con
Conference at Fellowship Park.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellery Fessenden
Mr. Berkowitz, who is on the staff
as moderator presiding. Following George B. Whitten, of Indiana, and night as he painted the Indies on Monday night 23 to 8 to stay in taining a sum of money.
They also enjoyed a trip through (Elinor Robinson) of Cornish who
Mr. and Mrs. Henry 6. Whitten of
of
The
Curtis
Institute
of
Music
in
the reports of the officers these
Just returned from a yachting
the White Mountains and visited are visiting her aunt. Miss Mildred
Portland were guests yesterday of three hits. Hart Talbot got two of the running for a playoff spot. Six
offleers were elected: Clerk. Mrs.
the hits, singles in the flrst and in the first, and eight ln the sec trip up river is Capt. Bill Rich in musical research and history, and relatives in Vermont.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Macgowan.
iRobinson ln Camden, were in town
Mr.
Sokoloff.
who
has
won
nigh
Minnie Newbert; moderator, Al
Mrs. Elsie Hyde and son Philip of Monday calling on friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert A. Porter sixth, and Thomas made the last in ond were more than enough for the "Ruth Too."
attention
by
his
fine
work
as
acfred M. Strout; treasurer, Mrs.
Several speed cruisers cante ln to
the seventh.
Ed. passed out the ball game, but they added a
Lawrence Mass., are visiting her
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Beach of
Marie B. Singer: collectors. Miss and children. Harold and Joan of enough walks to make it a ball pair in the fifth and finished off the landing Sunday to deposit pass ccmpanlst for Efrem Zimballst. parents. Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Paul.
Quincy.
Mass.,
arrived
yesterday
Rochester. N. Y.. are guests at the
are
exceptionally
gifted
in
pianistic
A Mabel Fernald. Edward OB
game as George Boynton pitched with seven in the sixth. Firpo engers from Dark Harbor. North
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Coggins and home of Miss Marion Weidman for
Tickets may be arranged
Burgess, and Mrs. Singer; auditors, for a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Or one of his best games of the year. Frye led Snow's 20-hit assault with Haven, and the Samoset. Tlie art.
family of South Portland and Mr. a few days. Miss Weidman is also
vel F. Williams.
through Mr. Berkowitz at Rockport
Mrs. Elizabeth W Walsh and Mrs
Richard Martineau of Watertown. The Indies really threatened in the five straight singles. Chet Masoh Charmarie, Corsande 2d. the Ren- , or procured at the door on the eve and Mrs. Robert Paul and family of entertaining Mrs. Emmie Ripley and
Minnie Newbert; music committee,
Rockland were also callers Sunday daughter Joan of Rockland.
Mass., is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Al sixth, but a beautiful double play was the only A. & P man to get ard and Capt. Foy Brown s "Jo" i ning of the concert.
Mrs. Clara Sawyer, Aaron Clark
stopped them dead. With one ou*. more than one hit, he getting a were all in at the same time. The !
at the Paul home.
vah
Smith.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Eugene
Mrs. *». F. Johnson, widow of a
and Alton Foster; pulpit commit
Payson and Connon drew walks pair of doubles. The seore:
more the merrier!
Raymond Pyason of Washing former pastor of the local Metho
tee. Mrs. Elizabeth Walsh. William Martineau of Falmoutb Foreside. around Talbot's single to load the Snow’s Shipyard
Capt. Rhama Philbrick has taken
ton. D. C„ and Carl Barnes of Man dist Church, now residing in Brook
J. White and Mrs. Leona W. Star and Mr. and Mrs. John Dolan Jr., of bases. Talbot tapped one to Wink I
ab r bh po a
his yacht Ione to his Northend '
ning, S. C. have returned home after line, Mass., was weekend guest of
Watertown,
have
returned
home
rett; nominating committee, Mrs.
4 4 2 0 0
whose throw to the plate erased ! Foley, rf ....
mooring, making 18 yachts now
spending two weeks with relatives Rv. and Mrs. F. Ernest Smith.
after
a
visit
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ethel F. Newcombe. Mrs. Anne Day
2
Payson and Day s relay to Sullivan | Topping, r
moored at the Northend yacht basin
ftftftft
here and in Camden.
Smith.
Dr. and Mrs. Ray C. Fnesner of
and Miss Dorothy L. Starrett; agent
3
doubled up Boynton. The Amocos , Dowling. 2b
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson of Med
Mr and Mrs. Elmer E. Matthews Indianapolis, were overnight guests
JUNE
COTE
of parsonage, Millard Gillmore;
picked up an unearned run in the | Frye, c......
5
ford Hillside. Mass., chartered the
of Wilkesbarre, Pa., who are spend Tuesday at the home of Mr. and
Coming, Watts hall, Thomaston,
Correspondent
ushers. John B Paulsen. Leroy
2
first on a walk, hit and an error. [ Small, ss ..
"Yo-Ho"
the other day. and
ing the month at their Summer Mr.s. Albert U. Rhodes. They were
Whitten, Charles Starrett, Edward Walter Disney's “Pinocchio,” two Two more were added ln the third V. Crockett,
ftftftft
cruised around the harbor while
home on Russell avenue, spent enreute to tlieir cottage at Lake
OB Burgess, Charles Simpson, days only, Monday and Tuesday. on walks to Valenta and Sullivan Cates. 3b ......
waiting for the "Lillian ’ at McTel. 713
Tuesday
in Boothbay Harbor.
Megunticook.
94*95
Philip Newbert, and Norman W. Aug. 12,13—adv.
a single by F. Wink and Welch's , E. Crockett. If
Ijoon's wharf. They remarked .
Mrs. Mabel Spurling of Lynn,
triple. Their last run was also
that they believed Rockland har
The annual campaign for funds Mass., and Mrs. Addle Kennedy of
unearned as Bisbee reached on an
bor to be one of the best sailing 1 for the Community Hospital is be Swamscott, Mass., are guests of
ANY TYPE
error, was sacrificed to second and
harbors for small boats they had ing conducted this week. It Is Mrs. Ella Eaton at her home on.
41 23 20 18 13 4 ; ever seen, and one of the prettiest.
tallied on Shafter's one shot to
Sea
street.
heped that this appeal will be met
right. It was a tough break for A. A P.
Ralph Wilson is at home from
with a generous response. Those
Boynton that two of the three walks
by Brackett 2. Hits off Keefe 12 in who wish to contribute and are not Crlehaven to spend the week with
he issued were the two earned runs Peterson. 2b
Ernest Law Johnson, Managing Director
two innings. Losing pitcher Keefe. reached by solicitors, are asked to his family on West street. His
scored in the third inning. The Paladino. ss....
mother, Mrs. Hatton Wilson of
Umpires, Smith and Freeman.
call Mrs. C. C. Wood.
Mazzeo. If ......
score:
Presents
Zenas Melvin of Rockland is Martinsville, is also guest at the
Brackett, lb. p
Indies
A rubbing of liquid wax on the substituting at the Knox County Wilson home.
Higgins. 3b. lb
ab r bh po a
Mrs. and Mrs. John Evans of Ar
window
sills will give them some Trust Co. while Harold Davis is*on
BUYERS: We offer a va
Raye. c
3 0 1 2
J. Talbot, ss........ 3
lington. Va. and Mrs. Robert Hesvacation.
protection
against
stains,
rain
and
p 3b
.... 3 0 1 0
Payson, c ..... _ 1
riety of properties which
som
of
Alexandria,
Va.,
arrived
Mrs.
Richard
Welch
and
son
dust during the "wide-open" season
cf .......
3 2 2 0
H. Talbot. 3b ...... 3
Monday to spend two weeks with
will meet with your exact
Robert,
Miss
Ruth
Grey,
Miss
Fran

of
Summer.
rf ....... ... 3 1 1 1
Connon. r..... .. 2
ces Arey. and Mrs. Alfred Bryant Mrs. Evans' mother.*Mrs. Cora Mor
requirements.
Seliger. r .............. 3 0 1 3
Boynton, p
.. 3
k were visitors Tuesday in Portland rill.
Jameson, lb ....... 2
Guests
Sunday
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Zlatko Balokovic was the guest
31 8 10 18
Achorn. cf ......... 2
BLITZKRIEG!
SELLERS: We give nation
speaker Tuesday at a meeting of Charles Carver were Mr. and Mrs.
....... fl 8 0 0 2
Snow's
Hunt, rf ............. 2
AT 8 00 O'CLOCK
Over Europe or Not
the Rotary Club, and he spoke on James F. Carey and son of Whitewide advertising of your
2 2 0 1 3
Thomas, If ....
A. & P,
Enjoy Yourself Tonight at
tahe European situation. There field and Mrs. Myra Giles and
Tickets at McDonalds Drug Store, Thomaston. Single seat 40c
Two base hits, Dowling 2, Peter- j
Anderson. 2b
property.
were
two guests. Sir Robert Mayer
and 45c. plus tax. Subscriptions for four plays $1.50 and $1.75
I son, Keefe. Mason 2. Home run, I
Van Arnam's Tent Show and George
Monroe. 2b...
plus lax. All seats reserved.
Frost.
Visiting
Rotari
only. "The Grost Breakers" with
j Topping. Base on balls, off Willis I
AT THE CIRCUS GROUNDS
ans were John Welsh and Walter Bob Hope and Paulette Goddard is
Free Open Listing
12. Keefe 3. Brackett 1. Struck out,
Conley of Rockland. Joshua Chase playing for the last times today;
of Orlando, Fla., Arthur Illing of also Wendall Willkie in "Informa
Manchester, Conn.. Ralph C. Las- tion Please.”
1 bury. Jr., of East Hartford. Conn.. H.
The first nomination of officers
C. Root of Springfield Mass.. Ed will be made when Megunticook
TEL. 418
CAMDEN
ward McArthur of Malden. Mass., Encampment, I.OOF., meets for its
86*Th*95
Ncrman Nickerson of Athens, Ga. only August meeting tonight.
and S. O. Coeyman of South
Orange, N. J.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Hardy of Ar
lington, Mass., are spending the |
LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE
month of August at the Walter
HAROLD B. KALER, Washington. Me.
Wadsworth cottage, Lake Megunti
cook.
Card Will Bring Full Particulars
The Summer home at Melvin
TELEPHONE 5-25
Heights, belonging to Philip Lee of
95-lt
Rosemont, Pa., was completely de
stroyed by fire Tuesday noon. Per
sonal belongings and most of the
household furnishings were saved
Due to the lack of water the fire 1
company was unable to check the j
blaze. The origin is yet undeter- I
mined. The loss, which was esti-1
mated at $12,000, was covered by (
Insurance.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hall of
Brooklyn are visiting heT mother,
SOLD AS LOW AS $5.00 DOWN
Mrs. Ada Dyer.
We allow you from one to two years to pay balance
Miss Evelyn Hary will resume
Your old stove taken in trade
her trainirg Sunday at the Maine
General Hospital in Portland after
This trademark Is famous from Maine to California. There
a three weeks' vacation with her
are few Americans who do not know about it. For nearly 40 years
mother, Mrs. Lucille Hary.
it has meant to people in every part of our country High Quality,
LOW Factory Prices, Fair and Square Dealing.
Sixteen members of the Rockland
Lions Club paid a surprise visit to
When any factory stays in business for 40 years constantly
the local club at its Tuesday meet
growing bigger and stronger it must be producing a good product
ing, Rev. H. I. Holt of Rockport
at an attractive price. BECAUSE we sell direct our factory prices
was the guest speaker and was re
are $25 to $40 less than a stove of comparable quality. When that
ceived with much enthusiasm. A
product wins and holds the friendship of nearly 1.500,000 fami
lies, it must be a mighty satisfactory, well performing product.
past president's pin was presented
Dr. James Carswell, and three
When it comes to the stoves with which they cook their meals
birthday cakes were presented Lions
and warm lheir homes! A MILLION AND A HALF AMERI
whose birthdays occurred during
CAN HOUSEWIVES CAN'T BE WRONG!
the week—Gilbert Laite, David
One hundred and forty-four Models of Coal and Wood
Crockett, and Austin Rankin
ranges, 15 Styles ol Oil Ranges, 12 Styles of Electric Ranges, 12
Funeral services for Lewis Park
Styles of Bottled Gas Ranges.
Combination Oil and Elec
er, who died at the Boston City
tric Ranges.
Hospital, were held tills morning.
Combination Coal-Wood, and Electric Ranges, with dual
Burial was in the family lot in
oven in which you ran bake either way. Ask the other dealers
Mountain cemetery. He is survived
if their Combination Electric Stoves have this feature. Combi
i by one brother, Leonard Parker, of
nation Oil and Bottled Gas Ranges.
j this town.
Combination Coal-Wood and Bottlrd Gas Ranges, with a dual
Charles Wadsworth of New York
oven in which you can bake either way. Ask the other dealers to
[ City is visiting his parents Mr. and |
show you both the approval of the American Gas Association
! Mrs. John Wadsworth, for a week.
and Good Housekeeping on their dual oven stoves. As far as
Miss Dorothy Mitchell of Port
we know they can’t show both.
land spent Wednesday with her
Requests^ for prices, pictures, etc., answered promptly.
: parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Mitchell.
CONSULT US FOR FURNACES
FACTORY BRANCH STORE AND DISPLAY ROOM
There will be a return engageTELEPHONE 980
313-325 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
| ment of "Rebecca" with Laurence
AUGUSTA, MAINE
304 WATER STREET,
Olivier and JJoan Fontaine at tlie
96*96
Ccmique Theatre Friday, one day

e Waterfront Ripples

CAMDEN

THE PINE TREE STAGERS

REAL ESTATE
BOUGHT-SOLD

“THE LATE CHRISTOPHER BEAN”

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
FRIDAY, AUGUST 9

FRED A. DEAN

PRICES DRASTICALLY REDUCED

on ALL SUMMER FURNITURE

And On Every Living Room, Dining Room and Bedroom Suite
In Our Store. A Sharp Cut In Price. A Great Saving Oppor
tunity For You!

A STORE-WIDE PRICE SLASH!

See This Great Stock and See the Unprecedented Values.
You Are Invited To Look Around, Compare Values and the
Quality.

SUMMER FURNITURE-ALL TYPES—AT AMAZINGLY
LOW PRICES

Summer Adirondack Chairs.............................. .. .. .. .. .
Red Cross Mattresses, Inner Spring................ .. .. .. .. ..
Red Cross Mattresses, Inner Spring, reg. 29.50 val.,
Bigelow-Sanford Axminster Rugs, reg. $39 and
$49.00 Value........................................... 29.00 and

$1.00
15.95
22.50

39.00

COME IN AND SEE FOR YOURSELF

STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY
ss

KALAMAZOO

THE BIGGEST STOVE & FUR
NACE STORE IN THE WORLD

Every-Other-Day

OCl ETY.

Miss Norma Godsoe of Sair.t John.
N B and Miss Laura Sylvester of
Rockland are spending two weeks'
vacation with Miss Sylvia Webster
in Southwest Harbor, after which
they will return to Queens Hospi
tal in Portland where they are stu
dent nurses.

0. E. S. Field Day

Business In Mind

TDM Mil«TONY
IN PERSON

-BOOTHBAY PLAYHOUSE-,
Boothbay, Maine

Route !7

LOOK!
Van Arnam’s Tent Show

Sherwood Keith, J. J. Celi present

“YOUNG WOODLEY”

IS AT
THE CIRCUS GROUNDS

Tonight, Tomorrow and Saturday

COMMUNITY BUILDING

50c, 75c. 51 00 Plus

This And That

Camden Chamber of Com
merce Has Social Trend—
Open Meeting Aug. 19

An open meeting of unusual in
Miss Ruth Ward who lias been. Mis. Cora Sherman and Mrs..
terest is planned by the Cam
employed in the business office of Cementine Hewett had as guests re- , Mrs. Earle l udwick and Mrs den, Chamber of Commerce for
Tlie Cornier-Gazette for nearly five cently Charles Towle of Appleton. Crosby Ludwick went Tuesday to.
East Waterboro, accompanied hv
by13' at
Yacht Club, to be
.
.
. upen ,her new i Gillian
—
•...... . .
years, has
entered
Gilley of. Augusta,
Mrs. I Fist Wtil.^rhnrn
I addressed by Flavel ShurtlcfT.
duties as assistant to the city edi Hilda Kempton R. N. of Waltham.! M1‘s Marlc« Ludwick, who will be! Counsel of the American Planning
tor's department. She will engage Mass. .Mrs. Belle Tyler of Rockland senior councilor for the remainder ' and Civic Association, and con
in repertorial duties exclusively, in and Mr. and Mrs. J. Kirkstead of of the season at Camp Laughing sulting authority called in by the
Loon.
cluding those of society reporter, Lexifaton, Mass.
planning commissions of many
Mrs. Leola Noyes having resigned
cities of the United States.
At the Chase Farm. Beech Hill, | Speakers for Mrs. Alden Ulmer s
on account of ill health and other
Flavtl Shurtleff is a graduate of
duties. Miss Ward's place at the Mr and Mrs L. F. Chase have as ! Educational Club picnic tomorrow Harvard and of Harvard law
desk is taken by Mrs. Winnie Bar guests Dr. and Mrs. Clinton Good are Lawrence Hamlin, E. J. Cornells S'hool. During the practice of
of Camden, whose topic is "Amerlbour. a graduate of Camden High win of New York.
. ™
i
j 1law If Boston he organized the
cas
in Tills
World
KJ„,. „ , Conference on City _,
School, Oorliam Normal School and '
„___Duty
,,____
,__
,___Crisis,
j.._ and ! National
P'ar.University of Maine.
Mrs. Jennie Wilson of Dorchester. Henry Howard and grandson who r.ing, ana was Its director until
-------Mass., was guest of honor when who will show pictures ln color, 1835 when the conference and the
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Dean re- Mite Club fnet at the Copper Kettle, "Snapshots in the South."
American Civic Association wire
turned Tuesday from a visit with Other special guests were Mrs.
amalgamated to form the Ameri
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Cook have can Planning and Civic Associa
their daughter Kathleen who has Helen Pales and Mrs. Lula Pales
returned
to
Cambridge,
Mass.,
after
tion.
been a patient at the Massachusetts uf Belmont. Mass. The winners at
General Hospital in Boston for Contract were Mrs. Charles A. a week's visit in this city.
Mr. Shurtleff was appointed
thre weeejes and will remain several Emery, MYs. Lillian McRae; guest
counsel of the new organization
Merton R. Sumner of New York and has given much time in the
more weks. Kathleen would be prize to Mrs. Wilson,
ls the guest of his mother Mrs. Bes last five years to organization and
plased to receive cards frem her
Melvin Meuse engineer on a sie Sumner and his aunt Mrs Ralph consulting work. He has written
friends.
many articles and pamphlets on
Gloucester lobster smack was taken Feyler.
planning arid zoning, and in colMrs. Millard Goff of Portland to Knox Hosuitai Tuesday and
Miss Jenzla Coulson Cooley head laboratlon with Frederick Law
has been the recent guest of her operated upon by Dr. Jameson for
parents, Mr. and Mr.s. William H. ' a serious stomach complaint. His of the Bancroft 8chool, Is at her Olmsted, the distinguished land
home in Pennsylvania for a week.
scape architect., ls the author of
Maxey.
, condition is reported as fair.
I
one of the first books of planning
Mary Dinsmore, president of
Mrs. A. S. Littlefield Is entertain law and administration. He has
Mrs. Ralph O. Brewster of Dex
ter, Maine, has invited Wellesley Winslow-Holbrook Unit, American ing today at Green Gables in honor been a visiting lecturer in several
Alumnae in Maine to a picnic legion Auxiliary, Mrs. Ann Alden, of her guest Mrs. Mary Newell of colleges and is now associate pro
fessor of Planning Administration
luncheon at her heme Aug. 13 at Department vice president. Bernice New York.
at the Massachusetts Institute of
12 m. Guests will take picnic Jackson. Minnie Smith and Depart
Miss Grace Knowlton of Chicopee Technology.
lunches, but coffee will be served. ment Vice Commander, Earl J. Al
In hls consulting work. Mr.
Any alumnae wishing to attend den attended the meeting of Chas. Palls. Mass., ls home for a vacation,
should notify Mrs. Brewster before* C. Lilly Post and Auxiliary at Wal headquartering with her sister Mrs. Shurtleff has been associated with
George B. Smith of Summer street. planning commission? of many
doboro, Monday right.
Saturday Aug. 10.
cities, was director of public re
Miss Beatrix Flint, who has been lations ef the Russell Sage Foun
Ml's Oeraldine Beaton of EdMr. and Mrs. Prank MacDcnald.
mundston, N. B has returned to visiting her uncle. J. C. Flint, in
who liave been visiting ln tilts city, Queens Hospital, Portland, after I Yonkers, N. Y„ and her brother, dation's Committee of the New
York Regional Plan, and is on tlie
have returned to Iee. Tliey mad?
spending a week's vacation with1 Sanford Flint in Asbury Park, N. i staff of consultants of the Natlie ti.p with Mr. and Mrs. W. Paul
Miss Sylvia Webster of Southwest J. has returned home, accompanied i tional Resources Planning Board
Seavey and son William, who were Harbor.
I by Mrs. Sanford Flint and dnugh
enroute to Silver Lake.
ters. Dorothy and Janet, on i
The August Hqspitality Tea,
Mias Fern M. Browne of Rock week's visit here.
sponsored by the Women's Com
land has been selected te teach in
mittee will be held at the Bok
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Morey have | amphitheatre Monday from 330 to
thi Seventh Grade at Waldoboro.
as guests Mr. and Mrs. Charles 5 30. or in case of rain at the
M.ss Anne Dean of Portiand and Keith of Waterville.
I Y M C A.
William S Marriner of Portsmouth.
The purpose of the occasion Is to
Chapin Class met Tuesday night extend a welcome from tlie town
N. H., were weekend guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Britto, Cedar at the Summer home of Mrs. H. P. ! to new residents and visitors and
Blodgett. Box lunch.
street.
, to give an opportunity to strangers
ln Camden to meet the townspeople
Maurice Stackpole cf Presque and other newcomers.
Miss Mary Snow returns tomor
row from New York city, having Isle is a guest at the home of Miss
Members of the tea committee
been the guest of her sister, Mrs. Goldie McAuliffe.
are: Tea committee, Mrs. H. J. Pet
John W. Oirffin. Jr.
tapiece, Mrs. William E. Reed.
Perry Rich of Detroit, Mich., and
Mrs. Harry Tounge, Mrs. W. E.
A Bible Class will begin tomorrow son Richard Raymond, who have
Drown, Mrs. Marion Holloway. Mr.s.
visited
Perryts
parents,
at
Glen
night at 7 30 at the Church of the
John Hughes, Mrs. James G.
Nazarene. It will be conducted each Cove, Mr and Mrs. J. F. Rich, tlie Hutchins. Mrs. Victor Elmore; re
Friday night and will be both lec past month, have returned home.
ception committee, Mrs. Alexander
ture and discussion. The pastor.
Gillmor. Mrs. Florence Smaltz. Mrs.
Rev Earl Lee. will have charge. The I Which viewpoint is most nearly
J. Hugh Montgomery, Mrs. Hamil
first course of study to be taken I yours, Col. Lindbergh's or Gen.
up is the life of Christ. The aim I Pershing's, as recently expressed? ton Hall. Mrs. David Connelley;
Mrs. John Ellard; Mrs. Frederick
of this class will be to give each at- Eor Educational Club Forum toMills. Mrs. Richard Bond; Mrs.
tendant an active knowledge of the morrow Mr.s. Alden Ulmer's picnic.
Willis Stahl. Mrs. Harry Surubam.
Master life and to show Hls power
-------I*.
,„rrr„u„r a
at the Savior of mankind
Tlie
Mr? Ernest Cripps and son Don1E A
Robbins. Mrs. Walter Rich.
class ls free and all are invited to a‘d of Cristobal, Canal Zone, PanaGeneral chairmen of the Hos
attend. Tiie church is located on ma have been guests for a few days
pitality Committee are Mrs. J.
Mountain View road off West of Mr. and Mrs Oliver W Holmes, Riker Proctor and Mrs. Winfield
Meadow road. Everyone who has Purchase street.
Witham.
r.o means of transportation and
All Camden residents who have
would like to attend should meet at
Mrs PraIlk Newbert entertained
7.15 at the Community Building, ithe E-F A club yesterday, at her the names of newcomers of visitors
"Worship at the Highlands with the | ^oc*y_ Pcn~ c°t,a8e. at an all day to Camden, are urged to give this
| session. Picnic dinner was en Information immediately to the
Church of the Nazarene."
[ Joyed, and cards were played, with secretary. Mrs. Richard Foxwell,
Mrs I. J. Shuman. Mrs. Hattie Da- or to Mrs. H. J. Pettapiece.
i vies, Mrs. Millie Thomas and Mrs.
Mr.s. Harry D. Phillips is con
Choris Jenkins receiving prizes.
valescing from a surgical operation
at Knox Hospital.

THE WONDER HORSE

Tax

TONIGHT ONLY

8.30 D.S.T.

Introducing a
New Season

REUNIONS

An Annual Concert

rFEMALE PAIN

We have “Maine Craft" gifts;
souvenirs of Rcckland; new fir pil
lows and lovely things from China;
also new hooked rug patterns, and
instruction given in making them
if you wish. The What-Not Gift
Shop.—adv.

Kool-Aid
ft
MA«EnSi£N SUCKERS

in Furs and we intend to maintain this high place in the opinion
of our patrons, both old and new.

•“

«’

Exaggeration is not a part of our advertising or selling claims
-we want a Lucien K. Green A Sos Fur Coat to give better service

than you expected—it must always represent extra value.
•»< (J,

•«

It is therefore, with enthusiasm that we present our new col

lection of Furs for the coming season.

ONE DAY ONLY
FRIDAY, AUG. 9
,

ALSO GREAT AMATEUR SHOW
CHILDREN UNDER 13, 15c; ADULTS, 40c, Tax Included

GR APHIC

S

ComiquE
.der

THEATRE

FRIDAY, AUG. 9
Special Engagement By Popular
Demand
Your Last Chance To See

“REBECCA”

We believe a fur coat is not a wise investment unless it has
a certain standard of quality. We have set our own standards
below which we will not go under any circumstance.

Whether you purchase an inexpensive jacket, or a luxurious
Mink—here, you may rest assured, you are receiving Quality and

with
LAURENCE OLIVIER
JOAN FONTAINE
Added
PHIL SPITALNEY and his
ALL GIRL ORCHESTRA

in

“Moments Of Charm”

Fashion at a fair price.

la sttTmes “to day

EVENING AT 8.15

In An Unusual Stage Presentation

LUCIEN K. GREEN 4 SON
FURRIERS
16 SCHOOL STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Probably the youngest woman
ever elected President of a colleg"
is Miss Dorothy M Bell who has
Just accepted the presidency of
Bradford Junior College at Brad
ford, Mass., and she is pretty
enough to win the hearts of every
member of that school.

VOVl WrtKHrt ATs

Friday and Saturday

~ and
o
Sson •
Is.S',‘S'

« • • •

In the thirty odd years we have been handling furs we have
earned a worthwhile reputation among discriminating buyers in
tills vicinity. The name Lucien K. Green A Son carries the as
surance of satisfied customers. It is synonymous with integrity

• I 4- s e- ,| I

FAMILY

Ofllcers elected at the 38th an
nual meeting of the Knox County
Field Day Association, O.ES., held
Monday in Union were; President.
Miss Ida Stevens of Rockland,
By K. S. F.
member of Ivy Chapter of Warren;
vice presidents, the incoming as
sociate matrons; secretary, Mrs.
Someone reports a grindstone
whJte of Warren; treasurer,
found tn Warren and supposed to Mrs Hester chase member o(
GIIAIIREST FAMILY
be 150 years old. It was dug up Golden Rod Chapter of Rockland,
The Gilchrest family will hold its
from the ground and wa.s four feet I The attendance numbered 175, annual reunion at St. George
under. Now Tiie Black Cat might with eight chapters of district 12 Grange hall Aug. 18. All members
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grand officers and the District
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Union Chapter Hostess To
175 County Members;
Officers Elected
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A TALK ABOUT FURS

MATINEE AT 3.C0 P. M.
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TEL. 540

“The Ghost Breakers”
BOB HOPE
PAULETTE GODDARD
EXTRA
WENDALL WILLKIE

in

“Information Please”

Even the livestock over in the
Netherlands are government ordered
in their food regulations. The
mixture o! fodder and some other
kind of foodstuffs must be used ac
cording to official prescription.
• • • •
Now it’s the day lily that origin
ally came from far-off Asia, with
its tawny cheer and that through
the years has made its escape from
gardens. It blooms along the high
ways as well as inside the picket
fences.
• • • •
Red lights are best in foggy
weather for thev penetrate farther i
and clearer than any other color!
and drivers are more apt to take
heed of it, too.
• • • •
Wife: "Didn’t you say it was ex
tremely hot at the baseoail game,
Henry?"
Henry; “Yes, I should ay I did.
We nearly suffocated."
Wife; "I don’t understand that.
The papers said that fans filled
most of the spaces."

Plus
Blow by Blow Eight Pictures of

Armstrong-Jenkins Fight

with
ANNE SIIIRLEY
JAMES F.LLISON

TODAY
WALLACE BEERY in

“THUNDER AFLOAT"

Strand

Shown: Mat. t: Bvf. ««5 and MS
Continuous Saturday 2.15 to 10.45
svnriav M-»t 5— Dayllaht Time

ANNOUNCING
Our Annual Display and Sale of

FURS AND FUR GARMENTS
You Are Cordially Invited To Make An Early Inspection

• • • •

The Green Corinthian mansion
of tlie late Frederick W. Vander
bilt designed by Sanford White und
built in ’838 at Hyde Park, N Y,
lias been presented Lo the govern
ment by a niece of Mr. Var.dc. hiit
and will be open to ‘tie public as
one of tlie nation d iil.naric sites.
Mrs. Dexter Cooper of New York
city has been appointed as lujxrillteudcnt of tire estate.

NOW PLAYING
"ANNE OE WINDY POPLARS"

Quality Furs at Moderate Prices
A

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
CLOTH COATS
16 SCHOOL STREET

FURRIERS
^BURDELL S DRESS SHOP
ROCKLAND, ME.

TELEPHONE 540
89-‘f

I

Every-Other-Day
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Famous Composers
Their Classics Find Ex
pression In a Memorable
Camden Concert

Allegro, ma non tanto
Dumka-andante con moto
Scherzo
Allegro
Edith Evans Braun. Collaborating

Haydn stands out in musical his
tory, for it was he who was the
first great master of the new in
strumental style which reached its
A program memorable for its highest development in the works
charm and interest was presented of Beethoven. And despite all study
by The Curtis String Quartet in its and research, his position as the
second concert of the Summer sea , first “great master" of the new
son at the Eells Boat Barn Sunday instrumental style remains unnight, with Edith Evans Braun, I shaken down through the ages. He
pianist, and Agnes Davis, soprano, I pulled away from the perfected
collaborating. Again a capacity style of Bach and Handel, and
audience greeted the^ artists, with built in the modern forms upon
many distinguished " figures noted, which all composers have since
among them Samuel Barber and built. His elodic vein is original and
Oian Carlo Menotti, young Ameri inexhaustible, his lighter music has
can composers who have already frank gayety and extravagant fun.
won an enviable reputation in It is easy to understand why his
their field. A festive air seemed to music went straight to the hearts
bv over the audienre as it was gen of the impressionable Viennese
erally known that tribute was be ar.d lent new vivacity to European
ing paid to Mrs. Mary Bok in music-halls. Yet he has his moods of
honor of her birthday only a few tenderness, of passion. His mar
vellous fertility in creative re
days off. The program:
sources, almost to the point of
Quartet ln D major, opus 76.
No. 5.
Haydn prodigality, is held in awe. The
Allegretto-allegro
Quartet gave an impeccable per
Largo
Menuetto
formance. one to linger long in
Presto
Chanson Peipetuelle.
Chausson memory.
Agnes Davis, soprano
Ernest Chausson. whose life span
Edltn Evrns Braun, piano
covered only 44 years, was loved by
and The Curtis Quartet
Intermission
all who knew him. Sincere, goodP.ano Quintet ln A major, opus
81.
Dvorak hearted. modest almost to the point

of lack of faith In himself—these
qualities which endeared him to
his friends, found their way into
his compositions.- written with
“My Choice Is the
care and talent, Ten years' study
Republican Party,” He
with the master, Cesar Franck,
Told Radio Audience
were invaluable to him.
The
Chanson Perpetuelle'' is a later
Young voters must be willing to
work than the Concerto which was
heard in the recent Camden con 1 serve as “errand beys to demcc.-acy”
cert. Miss Davis who was heard iormer State Senator Roy L. Fernas soloist in the just-mentioned ! aid said Tuesday night in an adCamden concert, was given an en ’ dress over WGAN sponsored by the
thusiastic welcome when she ap Maine Council of Young Republi
peared. a charming figure gowned can Clubs during which he urged
in orchid chiffon. She sang the young people to recognize more
vocal score with evident under fully their civic and political testanding. though one wished that sponsibilities.
Unsuccessful in the four-cornered
a translation of the French poem
(by Charles Cros) had been In race for GOP gubernatorial nomi
cluded in Mr. Cole's notes. The nation last June, the fiery Waldo
combination of the Quartet, piano County speaker turned his strength
and voice was a most gratifying one toward support of the Republican
and the hope is expressed that campaign with the simple declara
similar works be presented from tion, after urging young people to
affiliate with a political partv, "My
time to time.
Antonin Dvorak (1841-1904). Bo choice is the Republican Party.’’
“You must school yourselves ln
hemian composer, received encour
agement in his earliest years from the field of practical politics." he
Bedrich Smetana, under whose admonished the younger voters.
guidance he became a leading ex
ponent of Czech nationalism in I
music. He was also one of the '
most gifted and individual com- I
posers of the 19th century. As one
biographer has said: "Dvorak was
one of those great creative artists I
who live, feel and think in music.
Music was his life blood and only
tn music could he express him- i
self." He created spontaneously, i
his inspiration seeming to spring
from intuitive sources. He rarely
permitted intellect to dominate ;
him. Though he left works of per
manent value in every department,
so versatile was he. he ls at hls
best in chamber music, and in this
MINfc OR
branch is found some of hls finest ,
SABLE BLEND
writing.
Imbued
with
Iresa ,
melodic ideas, vari-colored har- I
monies and elemental rhythms, his
chamber music is quickly assimi
lated and "directly reflects the
lofty simplicity of his Inmost feel
ings and ideas, expressed in some
Lustrous, fullof the most charming musical
imagery known In the world's
furred skins!
chamber music." The Piano Quin
Newest 1941
tet. written in 1887. has a wonder
style details!
ful flow of melody, enhanced with
color of changing mood, remind
ing one of Schubert through per
haps lacking the profound feeling
that marks Schubert s works. The
Quartet and Mrs. Braun gave an
; exciting and colorful performance
—exciting but always understand
ing. Mrs. Braun again demonstrat
MS
ed her skill in this particular type
of performance, always subjugating
her work to blend with the Quartet
as a perfect whole.
The final concert in the series
takes place Sunday night. Aug. 18.
at 8 30. Owing to limited seating
capacity and the large number of
seats already taken by subscription,
it is well to arrange tickets in ad
vance. This may be done by call
ing Mr. Cole, telephone Camden
—2445.
—By Gladys Heistad

Roy Fernald Speaks

men's Christian Association met at
OWL’S HEAD
the camp. Luncheon was followed
Warner St. Clair and Merrill
by a program of music furnished
by the campers. Board members Clark are spending a few days In
Will See Their Children
Inspected the grounds, the numer Rcckpcrt, attending the CarnivalIn Action At “Camp
ous cabins and were present for Regatta.
Tanglewood”
the swimming instructions.
Always think before you act, but
Members of the committees of
Parents of campers at Tangle
don't think too long about an
the
association
Joined
beard
mem

wood. the Y.W.C.A. camp in the
swering Intersting classified offer*.
Camden hills, will see the camp bers for this occasion.
program in operation on the closing
day Aug. 18.
There will be swimming at 1030
IllOPKAI.
o'clock, a lunch at 11.30 o’clock, a
THICKS
council fire at 12 o'clock, followed
by luncheon at 1 o'clock, at which
Miss Gladys B. RusseU camp di
Relax in the airy comfort of our salon for a
rector wUl speak briefly.
refreshing routine of summer services. We've
It is expected that many parents
all thr miraculous, tropical tricks for keeping
will attend. Because of government
you beautifully cool.
regulations, there can be no pic
nicking on the grounds, and for
REVLON POLISH,
this reason the camp will serve
plus LIP STICK,
[TEL 66
luncheon at a nominal cost to par
ents. The day has been designated
as Parents' day. All planning to
Top Floor
BEAUTY SHOP
II. II. Crie Co. Bldg.
attend are asked to make luncheon
Take Elevator
328 MAIN ST- ROCKLAND
reservations by Friday. Aug. 16.
Tuesday the executive board of
83-Th-tf-p8
Subscribe to The Courier-Oazette the Bangor-Brewer Young Wo

"You must seek public office and
public employment, you must Join
with others of Uke mind and dis
cuss problems and policies, you
must demonstrate judsment and
balance, you must be ever alert to
strike at graft and corruption.”
Declaring that there Is "too much
of a tendency to underestimate the
abilities of youth." he pointed out
that "Washington was a colonel in
the Virginia army when he was 19.
William Pitt was prime minister
of Great Britain when he was 24.
Napoleon was emperor of France
when he was 33" and other famous
figures of history had achieved
greatness when relatively young.
"Your final charge today,” he
said, "the most striking challenge
of your citizenship. Is that you. in
accepting obligations, will so con
duct yourselves that these who are
passing from the scene may be as
sured that Lincoln did not speak ln
vain 'that government of the peo
ple, by the people, for the people,
shall not perish from the earth ."

Will Be Parents’ Day

60c

TWO MYS OM.YZ
FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY!

INC.

Rockland

AUGUST 9 AND 10

MUSKRATS

ofluguft

$98.00

Famous

Scott Soper-Bilt

FUR COATS
The New 1941 Fur Fashions of New
England’s Largest Fur Establishment

Bring your friends . . . your mother . . . your sisters
... to CUTLER'S tomorrow to see this exciting value
presentation! The skins for these beautiful fur coats
were purchased before the fur market zoomed . . .
you may never see furs of this quality priced so low
again! Also, an impressive collection of original de
signs, priced from $295 to $795. Every Scott SuperBilt Fur Coat Carries the Unqualified Scott Guaran
tee of Satisfaction and Service!

Our Grange Corner
Knox Pcmor.a Grange met with
Highlanas Orange at East Warren.
Saturday with large attendance.
These who took the fifth degree
were. Maynard Joudrey, Mrs. Edith
Joudrey. Mrs. Addie Creamer of
Washington. Miss Marguerite San
born and Miss Marian Burkett ot
East Warren. The afternoon speak
er was Mr. Viola cf Belfast, head 1
of the Rural Rehabilitation Bureau
in Maine, who spoke on "Rehabili
tation of Maine '
• • • •
A dance will be held Friday night
at the Highlands Grange hall in
East Warren.
• • • •
Limerock Valley Pomona Orange's
annual Field Day will be held Sat
urday at 10 a. m., at the Snow
Bowl. Camden. Picnic lunch; cof
fee served by Megunticook Grange.
Arthur L. Deering. Extension Di
rector will be the guest speaker.
Stunts and games will be furnished
by the host Grange. All Grangers
and their families are Invited.

Firestone
4

71 5.00-11 5 15 5 50-17

»§15 S6I£

LEADING the

LIFETIME
GUARANTEE
Every Firestone
Tire carries a
written lifetime
guarantee — not
limited to 12,18 or

J 24 months, but for
1 thc full life of the
tire without time
or mileage limit.

BIGGER TRADE-IN
” /0 ALLOWANCE
gkcfj

’CHAMPION
"Firestone
AND
HIGH SPEED TIRES

Miss Catherine Reardon of Bos- j
ton was guest Sunday at E. B
Hall's.
'
Miss Adah Hall of Boston is visit
ing her mother for the week, and
Mrs. Lola Culver of Jacksonville,
Fla, is also at the Hall homestead.
With Ed. Hall at the wheel, they
motored Monday to Ellsworth, ac
companied by Mrs. Mary Hall.
Dr. and Mrs. George Smith and
daughter Nancy of Brookline were
callers Sunday on Mr. and Mrs.
E B. Hall and other friends here.

New Undtr-arm
Cream Deodorant

SAVE

MINK DYED CONEYS with HOODS
SKUNK DYED OPOSSUM TROTTEURS
SEAL DYED CONEYS
BEAVER DYED CONEYS
SILVER or CROSS DYED FOX CHUBBIES

te

•
•
•
•
•

Black
Caracul

safely

DYED KIDS

Stops Perspiration

$98.00

MINK or SABLE BLEND MUSKRATS
SKUNK DYED OPOSSUM GREAT COATS
BLACK CARACUL DYED KIDS
SILVERTONE MUSKRATS
GREY or BROWN CARACUL PAWS

• HUDSON SEAL DYED MUSKRATS

%

DURING THIS SALE
GF7 OUR LOW PRICES ON THE FAMOUS
FIJIESTONE STANDARD TRUCK TIRES
Listen te the Voice of Firestone with Richard Crooks, Margaret Speaks
and the Firestone Symphony Orchestra, under the direction ot Alfred
Wallenstein, Monday evenings, over Nationwide N.B.C. Red Network.
See Firestone Champion Tires made in the Firestone Factory
and Exhibition Building at the New York World's Fair.

Fireproof garage co.

WINTER STREET.

•
•
•
•
•

GLEN COVE

ANDYOUR OLD T

parade
ot 40th Anniversary
values is the Firestone
Convoy — built with
Firestone patented
construction features
which provide extra
p section against the
dangers of blowouts
and deliver longer
non-skid mileage.
A nd more, it is backed
by a written Lifetime
Guarantee. Equip with
a full set of Firestone
Convoy Tires today.

BUY

FRIDAY or
SATURDAY

KOCKLAND, MAINE

1. Does not rot dresses, does
not irritate skin.

2. Nowaitingtodry.Canbeuscd
tight after shaving.
3. Instantly slops perspiration
for 1 to 5 days. Removes odor
from perspiration.
4. Apure,white,greaseless,stain
less vanishing cream.
5. Arrid has been awarded the
Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering for
being harmless to fabrics.
25 MILLION jara of Arrid
have been sold. Try a jar today!

ARRID
jyr.jaj.

At all atorra ‘selling toilet goods
(.bo in 10/ and 59, Jaw,

• BLACK PERSIAN PAWS

LET-OUT SILVER

• LET-OUT SILVER RACCOONS

RACCOONS
$148.00

• NATURAL CHINESE KID SKINS
• SILVER or CROSS DYED FOX GREAT COATS

Detachable Hood
Included!

USE THE FAMOUS SCOTT UNIQUE PAYMENT PLAN!
....

The Most Convenient and Unique Payment Arrangement in New England!
You Choose Your Own Way of Paying! N<> Compulsory First Payment!

